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Rachel Tzvia Back 

Notes: from a Sealed Room 

and the stars, still and sequestered, 
deaf to dark terrene exhalations 

1. 

Hollow beneath the earth 's surface 

seven stories high its stone sky 

weightless in a world of believers 

place of hiding and hidden (heart's 
cave, heart's caution: calcareous regions) 
half-candle still soft .from burning 

When last tracks lead to this 

nowhere cacti thick at the cliff 

Old World and impassable. 

Below: antique breathing , terrestrial 

gods holding(you close in a windless cradle 

still sleep sleep in the dark 

hush 
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2. 

eve of the watchman 's night: 

fragments fill the house. 

what will not be said or imagined. 

mind a boundaried place, mute 

in the dark: birds at a border 

spreading black wings 

rusted grating over a well 
wire caging of the cell 

and gone in a moment flying far off 

(tent city buried in mountain snow 
tent city in the graveyard) 

flying fast off leaving (where I am) 

shadows of their wings behind. 
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3. 

across the sea of time and space (sealing 

of time and space) 

soul ascending to return to stars 
golden clime of eternity 

But Saturn himself fashioned there 

in the deepest ocean a cave 

concealed in it his children for eternity 

They have darkened eyes and are muted are mother less 
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4. 

( circles sift cypher of absence 
in sand 

cypress branch in mourning): dear love 

no more decoding. 

White cave that was your heart 

walls smoother than skin and 
softer 

(opened palm revealing fear: perfect 
pearl 

in the shadow of a foreign gold ring) 

crumbles at touch. 

I leave (you left) no message in this stone 
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5. 

poor imitative sound: last 

syllable lingering ring 

lost amid dark marble shine 

marble beams 
of a silent moon 

in this silent room: 

First bomb and there is no knowing. 

"Venomous Snake" slithers over airwaves 

sirens hurling themselves down corridors. 

With fumbling the seal is broken: 

Gas mask Black rubber scraps 

Black(ash)history unbelieving. 
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6. 

Fear a silent animal at the threshold 

where gas may seep through. 

We tape doorrim and keyhole crush 

wet towels into white spaces cover 

windows with thick plastic crouch 

by inner walls caves in corners. 

Obedient in fabrications of safety 

atropin needle talc radiowaves silent. 

But only the walls will fall, this warfare 

conventional coeval with creation: 

the baby to be born is still. 
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7. 

Soft imagining 

too narrow for rough sorrow: little girl 

little girl in all your dark greed 

pretend and pretend and pretend 

Voice dressed in white at midday dressed 

in borrowed white at midnight 

never whiter 

stones under moonlight in an emptied land 
bones that will stay buried stars that are 
falling unseen 

silent in a crowded entryway 

at first siren : 
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8. 

Bellowing across open spaces 

(imprint on a blinded eye: 

burnt tanks half bodies 

unburied in a dead 

gully imprint in 

sand white blaze 

of sun) 

There. That voice: grey bird of dust 

circling itself and nothing 

across a bare plain 

to nowhere 

as predicted 
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9. 

It was in the silence of after 

that I was undone: 

ululating siren marked a place 

of possibility become reality 

( each threshold sacred 
every passing through door and gate 
a tenuous prayer). 

It is in the silence of after 

I am undone weeks and months 

with my voice lost to a doorway 

cave entrances imagined spaces dark 

nest in a salty sea 
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10. 

Deep in a land that devours its inhabitants 

stone solitude, stone silence. 

Seek safety where you may, scarab 

beetle, softest baby your breathing 

only sound in this wide chamber (Mother 

my mother 

has disappeared, flown(red bird 

red bird, what do you see?) 

to her dying mother's side 

And she, my mother, is howling still 

across open spaces 

sealed time later: her mother waited 

not for her 

but for the fondest boy to return 

to die. Her breasts are heavy 
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with milk (my milk scarab beetle, softest 
baby) 

outside that hospital room, 

not yet knowing 

she would not close the eyes of her dead 

not be triply blessed triply beloved 
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11. 

In a sealed room silent 

last word slipped(stripped)away. 

Ne xt bomb fell in the sea 

another lost to the desert: 

heard jeeps speed off in search of 

Love 

the craving that was hunger has passed. 

They'll not see the cave 

nor the grey bird at the entrance 

perched on the mastic tree 

devouring itself in silence 

Maoz Zion 
(1993-94) 
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- - ---- - Will Alexander 

World Community As Fissure 

Since the beginning of the breakup ofYugoslavia, the Western 
democracies have exhibi red such strategic myopia, moral weak
ness and political paralysis that their behavior calls into ques
tion the very existence of a Western community of civic states . 

-Charles A. Kupchan 

How does one speak of a world collapsing under naked errata? How 
does one submit to its leaders bloodied and neutered as captains of 
darkness? 

The problematic intensifies when one errs on the side of life seen 
exclusively as reductive animal transmission and bondage, as scope within 
a hollowed wall of nerves giving off echoes of suppressed recrimination, so 
that the walled in psyche divides, and burns away at its base of maleficent 
dishonour, the atmosphere becoming no more than a verbal maze emitted 
from a hounding clarion tower. A tower of skittish gulls, of weakened anti
assignments. The northern economies attempting to press forward under 
the worsening effects of a low grade moral fever. A fever which becomes 
exponential by a willful eschewing of reality as it occurs at its deeper 
electrical strata. There now exists the mocking solace of a toneless mental 
parching, as if listening to an owl and its voice flying blankly around the 
sun. And the result has become a parched electrical tomb, with each debate 
concerning its realia conducted within the eerie salts of ambivalence and 
myopia. 

The Asiatic trading block is now seen as a threat, as a galling paradigm 
hovering in nascent plenitude. The American response to this change of 
climate has been one of "prestige over substance," with a marshalled 
hostility in the face of its imperial leanness. And so we've come to witness 
the wrath of disempowerment, of self-deceptive blight erupting from the 
hands of those with the largest military expenditure. As Asia ignites in a 
complexity of ascendence, the G-7 nations will account for less and less of 
the planetary budget , for less and less of its exportable psychology. Slowly 
there will arise germane cuisines once again in terms of their regional 
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particularity. Also, languages such as Albanian and Chinese will count once 
again as self-sufficient priority. We are now in a period in which the darker 
races seek a trenchant alchemical poise . And from this poise there may 
possibly arise an avian type of language more fully resonant with the 
fundamental meanings of life and death, with practical development as 
partaking of human sensation, as it re-awakens its need for more subtle 
affinity with the beatific grams of the invisible. 

Movement in this direction, I surmise, began to take place in 1947 
when "the British were informing the Americans that they would no longer 
be able to sustain their position in" either Turkey or Greece. It was a signal, 
defining moment, a turning away from their role as forceful sire, as King 
of the kingdom of kingdoms. It quietly expressed its own drowning, much 
in the way that the post-Cold War has extinguished the idea of absolute 
American hegemony. And what has followed in both cases has been a 
general decline. A decline which is reflected on the stage of the world as 
dramatis personae dressed up in cipher. Now, there is the cloudy transi
tional village, previous nomenclature as erasure. This is the present 
prevailing code. In the West, the electorate has fallen to the nadir of 
indifference . In fact, "Voters across Western Europe and in the United 
States are in a foul temp er, distrustful of, if not hostile toward, traditional 
parties and governing elites." The wheel has turned ; former battlefield 
success has been currently re-chronicled as charismatic historicity. As 
bygone policy, lost, like old colonial pride, with its overestimation of 
mission. Its praxis was to infect each indigenous population by means of 
Christianity and murder, with an odious kind ofleadership, be it in Java, 
or Rangoon, or Morocco. Which brings to mind the southern cone before 
the colonizer's whip, with its magicians and shamans who could turn into 
mongoose or sky hawks, who could heal the dead with re-investiture oflife. 
But the devastating fact is that these medicinal builders have been hunted 
down and murdered over the past 7 centuries, are now haunting the West 
obliquely, as it takes on a pervasive culpable gait, trying to move with an 
uncertain haste through the gales of the future. 

The building of irrelevant arms, the current Republican Party and its 
boisterous negotiations with emptiness, are acts which subsist like a 
strangling self-deception. It is a dance floor of ghosts mired in windowless 
reason. Troops globally spread thin , while domestic agendas waver at the 
moat of uncertain destiny . There now exists no clear cut demarcation as 
existed at the birth of the American Republic. Now there is the current 
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debate to kill or to surgically resolve by killing. The former tactic pragmati
cally accomplished by the Oklahoma bombing, and the latter concerns 
American global policy and its status. So, throughout the nation-state 
autopsy report there is no clear cut force that can be followed. Ifit is Bosnia 
or Burundi, North Korea, or the Golan Heights, there remains tense 
fissuring and confusion. 

Both the British build-up of arms throughout the post-war 1950' s, and 
the killing worlds conjured throughout the era or the Reagan '80's seem to 
reflect one another in that they 've registered in the long term negative. It 
is sight through a shortened scope of ashes, as if a pile oflraqi corpses has 
meaning to current confidence or pride. The result has been the micro
scopic dishonour which legislates the thoughts of the vitriolic militia as 
they wander across outposts in little wizened locales in Idaho or Montana. 
And in direct correlation, the international call for the further debasement 
of minorities , be it in Dusseldorf, or London, amounts to no more than 
episodes of quandary and general blankness, whose ennui is greatly 
seasoned by "the powerful smell of rot" now collecting in the "nostrils." 
Thus , the feeling of hurt and ruination when Paul Kennedy wrote of 
American "memento mori'' in his Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, clearly 
stating that America's best days might be behind it. And as Jonathan Clarke 
so crucially states that the American "foreign policy elite has failed to meet 
the challenge of guiding the nation through the current transition to a post
superpower age. Refusing to acknowledge intellectually and emotionally 
that times have changed, they persist in overpromising what they cannot 
deliver-a habit that has caused endless chaos and poor policy choices as 
rhetorical excesses run ahead of hard reality. " A condition of continued 
spoilage serving as grounds for great redemption. The atmosphere now 
being increasingly occluded by simmering tensions inside forts of ethnic 
and political enclaves. The Kurdish situation in Turkey, the inclement 
mortar rounds in Sarajevo, the uneasy quivering in Rwanda, the continued 
secrecy and killing in Guatemala, such events being part of the recent past, 
and the ongoing future. There is this feeling of assault by transition, by 
universal governing debility. The only light being borne is that of indi
vidual dignity shown in the face of such suicidal slaughter. 

These past 7 centuries of Euro-centric stewardship has now devolved to 
this summit of skulls, to these incalculable dolorosos. Take Los Angeles and 
the streets of my South-Central birthing grounds. Inward ruination 
abounds , the people massacred by biographical poverty, which has been 
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inspired by a continuing propaganda concerning in-breed intellectual 
insufficiency . Saying this, I am thinking of the China which the writer Lu 
Xun witnessed in the early decades of the century, the people beaten down 
and trivialized by foreign propaganda . In both locales, the result, popula
tions indifferent to long term unification, generally moribund as to the 
power of the transmuted mind. In hindsight we see, there was an awaken
ing of the Chinese psyche, so, too, there exists the makings for a completely 
different mental intensity for the African diaspora as we exist in this hostile 
American enclave. Not a psychic fixation based on imposed deprecation, 
but a unique mind world concerned with Afro-centric ideas, culled from 
minds such as John Henrik Clarke, John G. Jackson, and Cheikh Ama 
Diop . New ideas as seeds of strong distinctive character going opposite to 
the tide of post-colonial limitation, which has continuously harped upon 
the darker body as beast. 

In the West, there must be an owning up to the fact of institutionalized 
criminalization. Take the French. They have always prided themselves on 
possessing a deeper cultural focus, on a more tolerant arrogance, but 
counter to that, the legacy of Vietnam, the tensely wrought Algerian 
question , and its current rightward stance to further African immigration. 
But for collective change to occur, they must summon up details from their 
recent history of atrocity, then psychologically step back, and let the details 
form into an undeniable pattern . A certain perspective may then be earned 
concerning the turbulence reeked, the setting up of plantations , the 
robbery of minerals, the spoils of lands southward savagely claimed and 
brought northwards A superior destiny can no longer be asserted as being 
founded upon the lineage of such coffers. Then they might begin to see that 
these former accruals concurred within a despicable tolerance of treachery 
and mistrust. And they need not boil an old pot of blood over and over until 
deeper focus is gained. When insight comes, it should be swift and clear 
sickness. Short of this, the writer must hone linguistic scalpels, pen in hand , 
dressed in a scorched and livid thunder suit, and begin the task of radically 
cancelling assumptions with a verbal glare so strong, that their energies go 
down like galleons to the depths of acidic seas. 

The former is not just an image culled from poetic asides. No, it is of 
cardinal import. The writer has the moral obligation to continuously haunt 
a civilization when it lies to itself, when it confuses its own purpose with 
intentional eliding. Lying and eliding has been the drift of the Western 
nations over the past number of decades . The last 30 years have taken their 
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toll. There is weakness. When Hosakawa stood up to the American 
position on trade, it was as though an Asiatic monster had attacked imperial 
esteem with the bite of an ungracious lizard. Since Vietnam Americans 
have "lost faith in their government and in their country 's mission. The 
legitimacy of the American state began to erode and, with it, the central 
images that define American identity ." Such has been American late 
century policy shaped in a maniacal kind oflimbo. Inwardl y there exists a 
ravine of despair, outwardly, Iraqi, and the after effects of post-Gulf War 
activity. Of course events will change in detail and scope, but the tenor of 
American determining power has lessened from the eagle's height, to 
evangelical cinders. Its lack of resolve has been tested and found wanting, 
resulting in mass murder across the Balkans. In fact, the United States, 
Britain and France, having no political rapport with the conflict, have 
exposed in the West a brazen moral starvation. And such starvation always 
coincides with loss of metal or nerve . So what prevails are uninspiring 
declarations, concealed episodes of panic. And what accrues from the talks 
on the Balkans is a dangerous but disinterested vacancy. The failure to 
commit to decisive action weakens the Western nations with dosage after 
dosage of horrifying insomnia. How can rest be garnered within respirational 
anemia? The situation goes wanting, with the diplomats agreeing upon the 
superficial mathematics of equivalence, of equal blame for all the parties 
engaged. A powerless reasoning which blames the viciousness of the 
conflict on the bestial nature of the participants . It is an equation which says 
that the letting of blood is their fuel, is the foci of their psychological 
esteem. This is the policy of a ragged velvet ostrich, blinking and seeking 
phosphenes of a former commandeering. Western actions, much like a 
stone of ambiguous peninsular clogging , turning the surrounding waters 
into a roiling of self-cancelling forces. 

This poison of equivalence should never have had any credibility . 
When the outbreak started "in April 1992 " the application of a Bosnian 
arms embargo could be treated as no more than an exercise in the ludicrous. 
"Serbia, and its proxy forces in Bosnia, had the stockpiles of the fourth 
largest army of Europe, while the Bosnian government had no arms at 
all. . .. " "By September" of the same year "the Bosnian government forces 
had two tanks and two armored personnel carriers ... while the Serb forces 
had three hundred of the former and two hundred of the latter." Yet, by 
1994 the Bosnian forces had accrued "forty-five tanks and thirty " armored 
personnel carriers and "have managed to hold the front lines almost static 
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for two years." To paraphrase Noel Malcolm , the nature of the Bosnian 
arms embargo has only increased the killing. To the West, propagandists 
of hardware and their accurate killing capability , denied to the Bosnians the 
praxis of bullets, proclaiming that all sides possessed the status of vampiric 
blood eaters . So bloodless Western disengagement has created "pro -Serb 
policy by default." It has thrown away lives while bartering over concepts; 
this being the result of 300 years of mechanical rationality. 

Principall y the names of Descartes, and Hobbes, and Newton come to 
mind. The latter two with their mechanisms fully explicated become 
coterminously political in the way nations and humans have been handled. 
"The state, according to Hobbes, was an 'art ificial' body, in which, as he 
put it , the 'heart' was no more than a 'spring,' the 'nerves' but so many 
'str ings,' the joints, 'wheels.' Hum an society essentially resembled a 'watch, 
or some such ... engine ' in which the 'motion of the wheels' could be 
known through a kind of mental dissection ." Words, extracted from 
"Hobbes ' Leviathan", and matched with "Newton's Principia " "ina ugu
rated the 'modern' worldview, in which both the physical universe and the 
political world were seen as governed by mechanistic laws." British 
invasion of non-mechanical cultures was suffocation of the latter in the 
name of profit. And this became the European axis of its mercantile 
economy. Spilled indigenous blood in the service of plutonomy, bullion at 
the expense of dead bodies. 

During 1756 Rousseau concluded "that closeness of European states 
would generate friction." He said, "their variances are more deadl y as th eir 
ties are more closely woven. " The contrary holds true today. There are calls 
across Europe for modification of sovereignty. During a state visit to 
Germany in spring of 1994 , Boris Yeltsin stated that he wanted a 
"politically, economically and spiritually unified architecture for" the 
European "continent, which must not isolate countries or groups of 
countries or separate them according to criteria of friend or enemy . ... " A 
proposal in his eyes more aligned along a Berlin/Moscow axis, nevertheless, 
a serious consideration diametrica lly opposed to , say, national interests as 
they exemplified themselves throughout African "Colonial Partition." 
Lands held, by the Germans, the Portuguese, the French, the Belgians, and 
above all the British. And one must remember, when the latter extin
guished the Muslim slave trade during 1845, it was only for commercial 
interests, to keep a strong French sovereignty from invading its Southern 
African holdings, and disrupting its connection to the Indian sub-conti-
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nent. Now, such certainty and resolve has fissured. The British, at present, 
in accommodating Russian pro-Serb policy simply flails, with its American 
counterpart held by massive "global constraints." 

When Patrick Glynn speaks of the information rich, and the informa
tion starved, there are two distinctive atmospheres at work. The former is 
a zone subsumed in an overflow of wealth , the latter made up of those who 
have been condemned over centuries, to resource rape, to mental debacle 
and general social injury. And this rape, debacle, and injury was central in 
maintaining a ceaseless flow of bloody mercantile paper. With this flow in 
greater part dried, we have now reached the era of the slow motion fall of 
all the old industrial giants. But their legacy has left confused remnants of 
pillage and murder in the towns and villages of their former holdings. Areas 
not considered by global vocabulary as being part of the accessible 
mainstream. And so the killings in these lands transpire as mere numerical 
anecdotes to reading populations in the "cosmopolitan" capitals of the 
north. 

This is the. planetary kingdom as fissure. I ts primary pressure being the 
continuing erosion of the Euro-American axial configuration. And when 
so many menacing ciphers abound, vitality disrupts into psychic particles 
of negation. The landscape dims, former priorities erupt into mange. The 
Russian disgrace in Chechnya, the bloody Rwandan confusion . As for 
Quebec, linguistic fissures, as for Belfast, always the imminent pole-axe 
forged from religious disunion, as for my compatriots in South-Central, 
always patrolled by insidious racial propaganda scattering many into life 
long cul-de-sacs. As result, the mental holocaust simply deepens, as all the 
old externals vanish, burning like ghostly radiums in every dreamless 
political wagering, suddenly withdrawn and then tabled amidst a piercing 
panorama of fear. 
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Alan Gilbert 

from: The Eve of jubilee 

"In 1975, the Federal Trade Commission reported that there were 380 
uranium leases on Indian lands as opposed to four on public and acquired 
lands. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has encouraged this development. 
Indian royalties have been kept artificially low to facilitate uranium 
development on Indian lands. 

"In exercising its 'trust responsibility ' with Indian people, the BIA has 
proposed more mines and mills for the Indian country. In 1978; the BIA 
area office for the southwest released a study predicting 100 uranium mines 
and ten mills in the Four Corners area by the year 2000-a region that is 
predominantly Indian." 
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The few tools left were soon discarded 
The opaque ultimately eluding method 
While syllables straining against space 
broke away from the mouth, 
yet remained intimate with a violence at hand 
where light was deceptive in even the barest of words 

A fever displaced you 
whirling amidst a carnival of bodies 
with curtains and windows now less presupposed 
The blindness of night impinging · 
in rhythms unforeseen 
And chance finally abolished order, 
as the rush of fire engulfed structures 
The masters unable to retrieve time 

You were dissonant in your movements 
and frenzied near the edges 
that betray, however briefly, other murmurs 
Never to float on water 
The bottom of the sea heard in the rumblings of volcanoes 
excessive to the question asked 
at neither the beginning nor the end of the terminal 

We gathered near the results oflightning, 
stumbling among fissures and stepping across 
borders framing our relations 
We remained incapable of regaining what had been lost 
In an emptying of shadows, 
like desire disrupted in its overreaching, 
frustrating intention and the direction of lines 
no longer cartying a voice that would determine ruin 

You were careless with sand 
You fell to horses fleeing the sun 
The sky sliding in an obscurity 
And a reckless turning consumed you 
responding to an unlawful cry 
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"A preliminary study by Women of All Red Nations (WARN) has 
found dangerous levels of water contamination on the Pine Ridge Indian 
Reservation , and an alarming increase in spontaneous abortions and cancer 
mortality. WARN is calling for a state of emergency and immediate 
delivery of safe, clean water co the residents of Pine Ridge and outlying 
areas. 

"The WARN study showed chat in one month alone during 1979, 38% 
of the pregnancies reported to the Public Health Service hospital in Pine 
Ridge, resulted in spontaneo us abortions (miscarriages before the 5th 
month of pregnancy) and excessive hemorrhaging . Of the children who 
were born , 60 to 70% suffer breaching comp lications as a result of 
undeveloped lungs and/or jaundice. Children have also been born with 
such birth defects as clef palace and club foot, disease uncommon to the 
Lakota people ." 
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You moved through a different wilderness , 
perhaps more difficult now for its intimacy 
The heart pulled even lower into the gut , 
yet not finding a dwelling in ruin 
And shadows thick with language 
continued to claw at you 

The sun stayed below the horizon 
from which you turned away 
You were summoned past the eye 
The soil wet beneath your hands 
Silence did not enclose, 
but opened lines of force 
leaving fire transparent to violence 

Night, 
remaining outside your reach, 
continued to break down power 
Time gathered near to you 
with only materials to pull you through 
You challenged law with necessity 
Lightning flashed across a shipwreck 
The masts snapped off near to the deck 

A whispering avalanche tearing away structures 
did not stop short of what we know 
A fury took hold of you 
passing into an opacity 
And you surfaced outside of possession, 
never to preserve a return 

You were removed from yourself 
Sorrow filled every cup 
soon to be emptied out in destruction 
While a storm raging outside 
now also howled in the room 
As we were effaced amidst the glacial 
invisibly intruding upon the human 
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"The first official inquiry into the sterilization of Native peoples was 
made three years ago by Dr. Connie Uri for then-U.S. Senator Abourezk 
(D .-South Dakota). Dr. Uri reported that 25,000 Indian women had 
been permanentl y sterilized within Indian Health Service facilities alone 
through 1975. All reports indicate that sterilization of Native people is on 
the increase. In a study done at Claremore, Oklahoma, 132 Native women 
were sterilized during 1973. At the same hospital , 52 Native women were 
sterilized in July, 197 4 alone. There is some information that full-blood 
Indian women are being singled out, although a concrete study of this has 
yet to be done. Native sources report that there is one tribe in Oklahoma 
in which there are no full-blooded women who have not been sterilized." 
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Rain washed the soil in a fury 
dur ing the sudden rush of spring 
Your body whirling, restless, 
in a dance of green blurring darkness and light 
The violence of a departure disfigured you, 
rupturing the direction of your words 
objectless in their fatal dispersion 

War drained the sky of its blue 
until it mingled with your hands 
Your brow bent low over the shore's tomb 
Dusk dwelt in the bird's shrieked song exploding 
into the wilderness from afar 
An obscure materiality pressed against your eyes 
The rage of the glacial constant and without thaw 

You stammered to blindness, 
the flesh thick in your throat 
Bones were gathered with wheat 
and mixed with sand to form our meal 
It was not ritual but necessity in time, 
like a ship wrecked at the entrance to a harbor 
Outside, breaking down in a refusal of return 

Clusters of oranges glimmered along the branches 
You brought a different fire to an orchard 
that scattered shadows in irregular rhythms 
You moved through history 

a field of destruction 
While the storm is a door 
through which the voices of the dead insistently emerge 
And in an ellipsis of speech, 
your ear opened to a cry: 
a heavy pendulum swaying wildly in an arc of loss 
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"We must remember chat we are not talking about an experimental 
program. We are talking about a program on a frighteningly large scale. 
More than 950,000 people have been sterilized in just 7 nations since the 
American-sponsored program began about 5 years ago. More than 445,000 
people in the country of Thailand alone have been sterilized as a result of 
this program. Those statistics are from the Office of Population. 

"Co ngress has appropriated more than $37 million for sterilization 
programs through fiscal year 1977. And now we are asked to add another 
$25 million to that sum. 

"T his program is becoming entrenched , and it is time that it is called 
to a halt. 

'To give an idea of the possible extent of this program, I will quote an 
article from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, dated April 27, 1977. In it, the 
Director of the Office of Population is quoted as saying that the United 
States is seeking to provide the means by which as many as 100 million 
women around the world could be voluntarily sterilized . 

"He also said that one reason for the program is to maintain-and I 
quote: 

'The normal operation of U.S. commercial interests around the world.' 
"To me, these are frightening statements. The Agency for Internacional 

Development has since denied such goals and motives. But if that is not our 
policy, why is the man in charge of the office that supervises the program 
making these statements? Why did he make similar statements in testi
mon y before Congress last year?" 
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The wild fruit burns more brightly 
having fallen to the soil 
where earth collects in the flesh's damp folds, 
and the seed turns soft to the knife's incision 
Walking in the space between winter and spring, 
your hand broke against the tree's bright sap 
With the sky heavy in your sight, 
your grief was more than you 

Salt clutched the words that were spoken 
Your breath staggered in the afternoon light 
A blank table rested in shadow, 
caught in the trap of composition's act 
Clouds reflected red the blood flowing in war 
In ruin you sang a different obscure song, 
the root-wound now open in your voice 

The imprints of a struggle are left in sand 
Faceless, the fire destroys and heals, 
joining together what had been separate 
And you tend this fire that is also a water 
transparent against the darkest flame 

Night moved quickly through the room 
Your outline shuddering at the gathering of matter 
As the silence, 
like a pole pushed deep into water, 
suddenly seems to lose its weight 
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"The 1980 census recorded 45,101 American Indians in the state of 
South Dakota most of whom live on reservations and their border towns . 
On average, 64% of the Indian labor force is out of work, compared with 
an overall state jobless rate of 5.9%. One result of this disparity is that the 
Sioux have one of the highest rates of poverty among all Indians-43.5%, 
contrasted with 30.4% for all Indians and 14.4% for the nation. 

"Pine Ridge, the largest reservation in the state and the second largest 
in the nation typifies the employment and economic development barriers 
South Dakota Indians face. The BIA [Bureau oflndian Affairs], not the 
Oglala-Sioux, controls all grazing land, leasing it to white ranchers in the 
area and effectively leaving those in the Indian community with no 
collateral for business development loans. There is no economy to speak of 
on the reservation and most of the 18,191 residents depend on the ever
shrinking federal poverty programs. 

"Jobless rates for the nine federally recognized tribes in January 1985 
were: Pine Ridge (population 18,191)-87% .. .. " 
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You knew of our wanderings 
amidst desire sundering signs, 
as we were given over to celebration and mourning, 
losing the eyes to salt and an obscure wave 
that rendered us briefly immobile 
A boat coasted smoothly through dust 
A cacophony of gunshots heard in the streets 
scattered bodies before a storm 
denying a refuge in mediacy 

You turned towards the long cry of a sacrifice, 
bringing the line close to the throat 
in a stutter releasing you 
And as the shore receded, 
you were no closer to the dissolution of fire, 
but kept near to its circumference: 
a mystery exterior to you 
who continue to gather shadows to yourself 

The pale bellies of insects turned towards the sun 
crackle beneath its heat 
A forest burned in the mind, 
where the map of a secular cosmology 
bumped up against what it thought might be death 
A rhythm subsumed you, 
exposing the pull of your shoulder 
directing us to ruin 

You stepped over the text's ledge 
and crashed through time 
Your blood was darkened by a lingering ink 
disfiguring song but not the dance 
Voices followed you through silence 
You staggered, 
left on the outside of the hours 

to refuse the dialectical net 
to bury history in materials 
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"With the near-destruction of the American Indian Movement, the 
Indians realized that the real enemy in the new Indian wars was not the 
federal and state bureaucracies and their hostile agents; what threatened 
them most was 'the corporate state,' that coalition of industry and 
government that was seeking to exploit the last large Indian reservations in 
the West . By the mid- l 970s, according to the Federal Energy Commis
sion, Indian lands had already prod uced nearly $4 billion worth of oil and 
gas, coal, uranium, and other minerals , and the corporate state did not 
intend to allow Indian s to get in the way." 
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Quietly you turned towards another, 
renouncing freedom for a more difficult necessity 
Immobile, the night is also compassion, 
where giving is the content of the gift 
remaining exterior to its transcription 

Your demise did not end with limits, 
but effaced the boundaries of your listening, 
like an arc that does not complete its course, 
silent in its avoidance of a return 
While every movement was a defenestration 
amidst an obscure intimacy 

A red cloud casts shadows of war 
A storm passed across the land 
Your head bent low, 
heavy beneath the wreck 
You knew the unease of patience, 
the slow way in which the tongue unfolds 
when the ear becomes a disruptive engagement 
and words block the light 

Laughter filled the crowded rooms 
that also included those who did not arrive 
Other voices lingered in obscurity, 
drunk against a thickening grain 
A few fragments of song staggered along 
Lightning extended to the ground 

You walked next to yourself, 
questioning both history and myth 
In the space of discontent 
you shared in a collective agitation: 
a fury blowing through the streets 
And fire consumed water, 
leaving salt and sand for a burial 
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"An incomplete list of AIM [American Indian Movement] members 
and supporters killed on or near Pine Ridge from March 1973 through 
March 1976 would read as follows: Frank Clearwater (4/17/73), between 
eight and twelve individuals packing supplies into Wounded Knee (4/73), 
Buddy Lamont (4/27/73), Clarence Cross (6/19/73), Priscilla White 
Plume (7/14/73), Julius Bad Heart Bull (7/30/73), Donald He Crow (8/ 
7/73), Philip Black Elk (9/21/73), Melvin Spider (9/22/73), Aloysius 
Long Soldier (10/5/73), Philip Little Crow (10/10/73) , Pedro Bissonette 
(10/17/73), Allison Fast Horse (11/20/ 73), Edward Means, Jr. (2/18/74), 
Edward Standing Soldier (2/ 18/7 4), Lorinda Red Paint (2/27 /7 4), Roxeine 
Roark (4/19/74), Dennis LaComte (9/7/74), Jackson Washington Cutt 
(9/11/74), Robert Reddy (9/16/74), Delphine Crow Dog (11/9/74), 
Elaine Wagner (11/30/ 74), Floyd S. Binias (11/30/74), Yvette Lorraine 
Lone Hill (12/28/74), Leon L. Swift Bird (1/5/75), Stacy Cottier (3/20/ 
75), Edith Eagle Hawk and her two children (3/21/75) ,Jeanette Bissonette 
(3/27/75), Richard Eagle (3/30/75), Hilda R. Good Buffalo (4/4/75), 
Jancita Eagle Deer (4/4/75), Ben Sitting Up (5/20/75), Kenneth Little (6/ 
1/75), Leah Spotted Eagle (6/15/75), Joseph Stuntz Killsright (6/26/75) , 
James Brings Yellow (7/12/75), Andrew Paul Stewart (7/25/75), Randy 
Hunter (8/25/75), Howard Blue Bird (9/9/75), Jim Little (9/10/75), 
OliviaBinias (10/26/75) ,Janice Black Bear (10/26/75), Michelle Tobacco 
(10/27 /75), Carl Plenty Arrows, Sr. (12/6/75), FrankLaPointe (12/6/75), 
Lydia Cut Grass (1/5/76), Byron DeSersa (1/30/76), LenaR. Slow Bear (2/ 
6/76), Anna Mae Pictou Aquash (approximatel y 2/ 14/76), Hobart Horse 
(3/1/76), Cleveland Reddest (3/26/76)." 
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The geography disguised itself with war 
Restless, you darkened the fire's movement, 
as the world falls into evening 
Gallows the architecture that has quit time 

Desire broke from your throat 
You played in obscure waters 
There is a terror in quiet moments also 
The sun severs the stars from their rest 
Shattered in anguish's laughter, 
what egg hatched in your phoenix eye? 

Joy is also a violence 
The wind is louder than your speaking 
The bare table included absence among its fruits 
The river's flood buried the coffin high in a tree 
Lightning took you by surprise 
within the sky an excess of night 

You briefly rested in a boat before the storm's arrival, 
stirring the oars against a pomegranate tongue 
The piano is empty of bridges 
A tangle of branches obstructed the passage of your face, 
as you crossed a threshold of unwritten stone 
A horse tried to follow through the bay window, 
but stopped with slivers of glass embedded in its neck 

Loneliness ravaged the song 
While in an opening, 
to the rhythms of a different shore, 
the sand became a sharp edge between land and sea 
And you were severe with what destroys you 
Your eyes painted white to see the dead 
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Eleni Sikelianos 

from: Unbridled 

Stones 

... just as in a rock a human head or an animal's body may 
appear . .. at the proper distance and angle of vision ... 

' -Walter Benjamin 

Get drunk & call it Paris 
-C 

I threw that stone at the silent world. 

Night spins its wheel full of stars 
the fair in my corridor 3 pins a tin 
milk bottle an aluminum ring 

the carny boys play poker 

Night turns its spokes full of stars 
my ferris my wheel my small blond pony 

My mouth's full of Paris exploding 
in its deep cradle 
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Annabergi te' s apple
green crystal-born 

(where Lavrion floats 
between Athens) 

slender rock-capillary needle, it comes 
as cabrerite 

boils to a stone
rose-stone 

ore-guide, nickel-bloom, magnetic 
bead, blow-pipe it, it 

will not reduce; 
never solid enough 

to show a .fracture 
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dark-schist cross 
sector patterns of light 

waterworn gem 
andalusite 

growing crystal-description 
thrust-carbon 

cleavage-rich, prismatic 

particles parted & 
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My folds & tracts 
am pulling the creases back 

Oscura; bloom 

small (red) crystals 
dropt out 
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dark 
John-of-the-Cross chis 

che Night of 
no-profit we want 

in the dark 
camera to darken 

darkness further 
gate 

of wonder 
eau benite 

Mississippi 
I believe-

Each stone 
is for you-
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arc & navigate 
the stars my organs 

pirate 
the lateral 

lines of light to negotiate 
that place 

tunnel 
of Red 

Sea Rock 
makes 

A sun in my belly you swam I 
warm your hands sucking the damp 
into liver, leaving you 
dry how I 
can't even wave a taxi down, afraid 
it will never stop 
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Knit-Back 

Eagle ant beaver bull Flame otter Other how 

not? 

Biting bright water 
the lovely hide of her 

in chill current 
(says) 

how her flesh loves its bone 

bird-burst, feather & tendon 
-cockfight-

(in her, beside her 
behind her a man speaks he speaks 

of marriage) 

(says) 
See this bruise blooming 

below the eye-
a rainbow of blood-

crescents whacked 
into singing-

It is that last thing she will say. 

Assure her 
in this dangerous passage 
Tell her 
to abandon the worked flesh & bone 
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Heaven: 

Heaven: 

Sky: 

Tributaries: 

Rivers: 

Mountains: 

{trouble under} 
[love's thumb} 

( trench back) 

pierce yourself with stars 

shake down the terror [night 's hair] 

for Father I am burning 

boil 

run asunder 

let Mountains rend 
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Bed of my heart, sweet water, 
pull your covers up, 

heal anger's daughter 

gold smoke of the sun 
river that has become her 

so much that has been done here 
loosens 
the titmouse the tanager th e bushdog the tongue 

my skin is undone 
unfastened 

unsheathed 

my house 

coat 

my target 

of stars 

(my) Dreams are still 
are 

still my own 
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You were this tree's first lover, Earth. 
You were, Sun. 

[autumn-drummed I am 
sewn between 2 hills] 

Now let me leave-

Limbs, move 
together again-stitch 

by stitch 

rebuild, weld-

when all things flower 

beneath my hand 

my love beneath my hand between 

yr legs beneath 

the trees between 

the hills between & I will 

(not) 

be 

dis-
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The wind, all air & hollow bone 

King X, you can river the husk 
(the flesh) you can carry it 
into your house. 

- branch-bound, high 
this river of 2 sexes 

riveting like hawks-

You can carry my foe into your house . 

You can and 

you can and I will 

[survive] 
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Let my loud waters learn your love 

Rivers, Oceans do not sleep 

they dream waking 

I have woven my heart into this net of branches 

strength honor fear beauty love 

She allows her fingers to part the dark wool of her lover 
when the sun bathes its old car in the sea 
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Andrew Joron 

Confession: On Method 

1. 

I longed for the discovery of sound . My surroundings were evolving 
slowly toward recognition - no walls or people existed as yet, only their 
categories: the embryos of bird s, the unopened eye of a window. 

I had practiced the art of swooning - of allowing one 's perceptions, 
previously exact and parallel as the folds of a curtain -

Swirl of coordinates, like the hem of a gown, to be gathered up, so as not 
to brush against - I was allowed to fall backward, into the arms of- But 
there is no word, no sound, to serve as object here. 

My cry, withheld, was described by the arc that shone diml y- the limb 
of a letter, or starry Cross near the invention of writing. 

Logos was a ghost, or mirror that held the whirlpool-image of its origin -
so it was given to me, Word incarnate, compound of delirium , dissolving 
on my tongue -

A cistern, or sky, where sight was poured. Space was overloaded with 
aspects of vanishing: Melancholia, my visible mind , was shamed by its 
innocence in the face of obscurity. 

Hooded, I had premed itated Time, a lesson in self-division. 

There was divine mockery of my weakness, my fable about a spire of flesh; 
and the names that "blood sang." 

What consonants answered the mystery of the vowels, in a chorus rising 
toward the bodiless? I lay disheveled, exposed beneath a dome. 

Whatever I was, was written. Close to - closing to - a moment that was 
proximate, impervious , and final. 
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2. 

archaic torso : in shadow-rotation 

equivalence, a burden : lost optic 

a moving center : the Earth made weightless 

the hidden : folds within simplicity 

calculus, for what calling : between the veils 

intervals, the U nanswering : exfoliant 

of rending : of rendering 

tears, through tears 

terminus over term 

gauze over gaze 

Surrender 

sunless, whose peaks : who speaks 

solace : words given up co 

no ocher, fused : refused 
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3. 

Telling the Silences, incendiary within every code. 

- flight of the Alone to the Alone. 

- attempted signature, leaking into structure: the hand memorious of the 
fires of its making. 

Of logic, the unfastenings, joined at the vertex of all possible statements . 

Of space & its responses, the endless recess. Realism that underlies the 
name, buried in its own transparency. 

- coils everlasting through sensation's hollows, a shell of concentric hells. 

Preliminary to blindness, revision. Form is given by that which it cannot 
contain. 

- a blank page is the flag of a secret conflagration. 

Turned inside out, so that flesh enspheres a central star. 

Birthplace of the first displacement. 

System of systems, where an Inhuman mechanism is learn ing to weep. 
Being absolutely porous, to absorb the mortal bod y. 

Sites of abandonment stand for the letter A. 

Asylum 's analytic, accumulating zeroes, antinomies, atoms. 

Unheard dissonance , whose harmonic arcs - curling across the Original 
void - fall sideways into lines of script. 

- "after the end, before the beginning. " Law that weighs its own 
likenesses, the ways of its release -
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Portraits of the Chasmal Body 

Though we inhabit a flash of lightn ing, 
it is the heart of the eternal. 

1. 

Raised here 
as wreckage 

Calm of the known accords 
with disaster 

Artifact from the Age of Rust 
bird-like 
but scrolled inside 

The moral, a life unread 

Maze-like, therefore 
"imprisoned in liberties" 

& lost through discovery 
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2. 

Unlike the world, the word 
is No Place 

Veer 
is doubled, doubted by 

Revere 

A fiery arc & 
an Ark for crossing the water 

Crossing the forehead 
- cicatrix of star & 

Retribution 
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3. 

once, the winds 
Were eroded to such windows 

Terror & territory 
In a double exposure 

(maps of roads beyond turning) 

self-contradiction of 
This instant, which is & is not 

The skull's 
canyon illuminated by 
a falling torch 
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4. 

& failing touch - those 
Flickerings 

of nudity inside the glass 

The air divested 
Of its errors, as the breath 

Of its barriers (time 

The termless 
The Earth-centered tome) 

- was kept in a jar of" argentine 
abstractions" 

Old velocities 
Hidden behind a dusty cabinet 

the soul 
Considered to be decomposed, a perfect 
Solid 
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5. 

Not the dove, but the crow 

Not deliverance 
but a crossing 

over 
What remains, writing 

over writing 

(conjoined 
To this sign, this 
Effacement 

- a lineage traced back to 
The paradise, a Furnace) 
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6. 

Example of the split 
being, the spilt 
light that was multiplied 

By the verb without an object 

Not the intelligence 
of the senses, but 

A cipher or a sphere 

- translation 
From a dead language 
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7. 

First line - "here dwells" 

Covered over 
again & again 
so that it cannot be recovered 

"sub triste caelo" 

only if the Tree is 
Growing (smaller, ravaged by 

Seeming), under exilic eyes 
- a great book of white leaves 
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Barbara Jordan 

Edge 
-for Kalliopi N . 

Begin with debris, and let the wind carry you 
into the early hours; 
there everything meets , at last, some wall or gate, 
the mandate of an unyielding obstacle. 

This is the border of desire, 
where the mountain, keeping still rules the abyss, 
and the moon always hovers, orange and full 
at the end of the street. And you, 

having gone to lock the car, stay 
and look up-as if into a room seldom entered 

or thought of, 
remote but familiar, an edifice 
climbed by the pendulous blackness of trees, 

the stammering chastity of stars. You want 
to feed on its influence-this night that flows 

like a manta-ray 
over your life; that won't acknowledge 
you tell it everything 

and hold nothing back, even the undigestable 
bones, the predator's confession-all mouth 
and urgency. 
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Chernobyl 

On the edge of understanding, no one there 
(already dying) believed it: 
the roof open to the stars, the blow 
to the skull, nor the phosphorescent cloud 
lifting out over the marshes, beyond 
the remedy of words. 

It must have seemed 
chat something holy was escaping; 
there is no sanctuary 
when meaning dislocates, when terror moves 
geometrically-nothing and everything 
out of place-and any night becomes a locked room, 

a map of shadows, 
luminous dials, the glass of water by the bed. 

(And while we sleep, the hours drop their dust; 
the angel passes by our house, stops elsewhere.) 

So sequence unfolds to consequence 
as faithfully as wind, as the low pressure zones 
we watch, omnisciently, swirling west to east 

on a planetary chart; 
and like gods we pity, remotely, 
those whose death will come in a cloud-
for we are (admit it) hungry for flames, the world 

as witness 
co its own ends. We lift up , fitfully, our hearts. 
Catastrophe is revelation of a kind. 
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The Cult of Solitude 

Impending thoughtfulness. The weight of it 
sustained by a kind of vicinity, 
where hundred-year-old linden trees shade me 

in their coolness, 
nobility of silence-the far, blue, umbilicus 
of sky. What can we know, or find? 
(The young St. Francis, in the dark, asking over 

and over, 
"My God and all, What art Thou and what am!?"
there are many ways to ask it.) 

But to make room for silence is difficult : 
like letting a fire go out in the dark 
when we fear the dark, and the leaves' soft agitations 
become extensions of our own. 

Loneliness is that small necklace 
of wind touching my neck: distance a language 

overlapping 
with nuance, with things pronouncing themselves 
as shifts and pressure on a web that stretches out 

beyond the tree-tops 
to some invisible, distant heart; 
for this, a child will leave mother and father 
and cling to one small center 
of self-predatory, so humanly vigilant, knowing 

only what it is 

by what it is not-the emphatic emptiness 
above the corridors of leaves, that reflecting pool 
of sky, from which a spider's trailing sentence 
drops a thread 
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into the mind, and we compose the story of ourselves 
in time: a falling from a higher ground 

into gravity. 
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Pasteboard Vipers 

Dampness, and things drift out of focus 
in the hampering not-quite-dark; 
a calla lily's 40-watt 
softness downhill , elect over shadowy hosta. 

Odd, as the light withdraws, how I grow 
more distinctly incarnate-
an instrument of touch, vulnerable to the obstacles 
that each step supposes: 

branches hung low, the quarrels of roots . 
Often I stop , 
like a listener at a keyhole, feeling the wind 
examine an ankle or wrist, sensing 

the tiny exhalations I'm surrounded by. 
Glints. The clicks of twigs. 
I look up at the sky 
that falls miraculously close, and step through 

a casement of vines, 
tapping the ground as I would going downstairs 
in the dark-vertigo of the unknown 
into the cluttered world and its subterfuge . 
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John Taggart 

Jesus' Blood: Notes & Overlays 

In a postscript to a summer letter , a young poet asked if I had heard a 
recording by Gavin Bryars entitled "Jesus' Blood Never Failed Me Yet." 
She didn't praise anything in particular, praised it generally as "fabulous. " 
Intrigued, I bought the ed. What I heard almost immediately repulsed me. 
The following notes elaborate upon and explore that reaction. The 
motivation is clarity. The notes are dated according to their original entry 
and according to their later overlays of commentary and reflection . 

8.31.94 

Gavin Bryars' "Jesus' Blood Never Failed Me Yet" as bathetic as anything 
by Glass & not up to Reich. Curious little hitch in the lyrics: "as I think I 
know. " How bad can a waltz time pedal-point get? 

* * * 

overlay 1111.15. 94 

OK, "bathetic" is too strong. Listening to the "Solo Music" Ip on Shandar, 
probably the first Glass I heard. Spiralling electric organ incessantly 
repeating short patterns that briefly accelerate into color wheels then start 
to build all over again with some back & forth cross-weaving. Spriteliness 
and weaving the main effects/impressions. Occasional bass drone which 
would seem to act like organum but is probabl y more a demarcation, a 
bracketing. The bassnotes are played with some emphasis, then sustained 
until the next" down beat. " After the initial bass tone is played it is sustained 
but with a gradually diminishing volume. 

Speed/tempo a factor; everything seems 6/8 or quicker & stays there 
throughout . 

Essentially the same with "M usic with Changing Pans" (Chatham Square 
Ip). The antic speed, reliance on electric organ is curious . Dynamics fairly 
constant, pulsating, rapid pulsation. 
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Allowing for the complexities of "Einstein " & "Saryagraha, " what 's 
striking is how similar all the work is: the jabbing short phrases that get 
accelerated into fireworks/color wheels followed by some breaks & then 
the process begins to build and bubble up all over again. The latest thing 
I've heard-the "Concerto for Violin & Orchestra" with Gidon Kremer & 
the Vienna Phi lharmonic-is more or less indistinguishab le, esp. the 
opening , from the earlier work. 

overlay 2/ 11.17. 94 

Impressed by Reich 's setting ofWCW. Or perhaps more impressed by the 
thinking behind the composition of the piece than the piece itself. 

Comments made by Reich in an interview with Jonathan Cott on liner 
notes to Ip version of The Desert Music. 

You know, a voice can sing words-but does one hear the voice or the 
words? At certain points in TOM there 's no more to be said-there are 
things that can only be said musically . So the voices continue, without 
words, as part of the orchestra. The text emerges out of a completely non
verbal, totally abstract sound into something that says, "Begin , my 
friend ... "Maybe it 's fitting that the piece begins & ends with a totally 
abstract use of the voice, going into a text & then out of it again. 

I picked out passages by Williams, organized them into a shape, & then the 
music started coming. So the words were the motor or the driving force. 

Words come to an end, and 
musical communication takes over. 

SR notes need for lightness & constant ambiguity with regard to stresses, 
to beginnings/endings in repetitive music. 

That constant flickering of attention between what words mean and how 
they sound when set to music is the main focus of TOM. 

Key: SR originally thought the passage re the bomb in 'The Orchestra " was 
too grave to be set & considered using a tape ofWCW reading the passage 
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instead. Later he decided the character of the movement 's harmonies 
seemed to generate just the right setting . 

This piece addresses that basic ambiguity between what the text says and 
its pure sensuous sound. 

overlay 3/ 11.18.94 

Reich is word-based. He works from, honors the word, and yet doesn't 
merely "set" it in a decorative way. This is as true for TDM and Different 
Trains as it is for It's Gonna Rain. He starts from the word and gets 
somewhere else. There is transformation. Doubtful if it could have 
happened without words. 

Listening to the song cycle Glass put together for Songs from Liquid Days, 
in comparison, one is aware only of setting: clever, resourceful enough
esp. with Linda Ronstadt singing Suzanne Vega's "Freezing " lyrics-but 
finally not more than setting/settings. Nothing new. All the recognizable 
elements of the Glass vocabulary are there & are intrepidly deployed 
without arriving at any place all that distinctive from the Shandar or 
Chatham Square recordings. 

Still: in comparison with either Glass or Reich, Bryars' additions of 
swelling orchestral "melody " + chorus+ Tom Waits to the unvarying song 
of the old man can only be called simplistic at best. Maybe B. is bathetic. 

10.19.94 

Begin to see that de Certeau' s The Practice of Everyday Life may be of use. 

159: These heterologies (sciences of the different) have the common 
characteristic of attempting to write the voice. The voice reaching us from 
a great distance must find a place in the text. 

What is audible, but far away, will thus be transformed into texts in 
conformity with the Western desire to read its products. 

160: To define the position of the other (primitive, religious, mad, 
childlike, or popular) as a "fable" is not merely to identify it with "what 
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speaks" ... , bucwith a speech that "does not know " what it says . .. . analysis 
does indeed assume that something essential is expressed in the myths 
produced by the primitive, the dogmas of the believer, the child's babbling, 
the language of dreams or the gnomic conversations of common people, 
but it also assumes that these forms of speech do not understand what they 
say that is important. 

Surreptitiously, the distance from which the foreign voice comes is 
transformed into the gap that separates the concealed (unconscious) truth 
of the voice from the lure of its manifestation. 

* * * 

overlay 1/11.19.94 

The song sung by the old man is a fable. The old man sings from the 
position of the other. Bryars' composition is analysis; it attempts to 

translate the old man's song into text and to analyze that text. Once a song 
becomes text, it becomes readable, manageable, material/food. Once a 
song becomes text, the other becomes the same, an aspect of the same 
textual vocabulary that, in essence, doesn't have to be listened to, doesn't 
have to be responded to. 

All too telling that Bryars describes the song as "a resource. " 

Two questions: ( 1) what is Bryars' analysis? (2) Does he get beyond analysis 
to anything like transformation, a new musical entity? 

1. The analysis is minimal. The old man's song has been taped, made into 
a loop. Except for the gradual increment of volume at the beginning, 
nothing changes with regard to the loop itself throughout the entirety of 
the piece. So we begin with a maddening sort of citation, which is not even 
rap sampling, and proceed to various add-ons . The first and most pervasive 
is a Pink Floyd-like lullaby/ swelling accompaniment with a spaced accen
tual bass pulse. The instrumentation gradually builds to an entire orches
tra. There are also add-ons of a chorus and Tom Waits. 

This is analysis by appropriation and superimposition. The first is a 
monstrous form of iteration (hardly a Karl Kraus critique), which in time 
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becomes parody and then becomes inaudible. The constantly repeated 
cannot be heard. Call it analysis by elimination. The chorus/Tom Waits 
function similarly. They do not go on so long as to be inaudible, but they 
do parody the song (by bloated aggrandizement, by singlevoiced croakingly 
"sincere " repetition). Triumph of vulgarity , indeed. 

2. Transfo rmation, new musical entity? No. There is, however, difference. 
By the end the song has vanished, and a listener retains only fading 
memories of the chorus and Tom Waits. It 's an emperor's clothes negative 
event, non-event. 

10.19.94 cont . 

From Jacques Atta li' s Noise: The Political Economy of Music, 86: A revealing 
situation: recording & the reproduction of speech reconstitute the locus of 
power. 

* * * 

overlay 1/11.30.94 

The reconstitution does not necessarily change the locus as literal location. 
Where is power located? In the voice of the father. In the case of Bryars, this 
remains so because of the nature of the old man's song, a song of the Passion 
of Christ. This is where power has always been located, site of its exertion 
upon us. Only now all the apparatus of a supposed ly secular society has 
been put at its disposal. Everything represented by the recording studio, the 
real performative nexus of Bryars' composition. The recording studio is the 
sum product of industrial/capitalist society. The society thinks it has 
separated itself from religion. In fact, it is exactly otherwise. Legal separa
tion of church & state, institutionalization of a state church: neither 
matters. The studio exhausts, consumes natural resources; it is the essence 
of non-necessary technology. The studio may be thought of as the 
generating power station of the entertainment industry. The purpose of 
that business (the business of business?) is supposed ly distraction. Suppos
edly, it distracts us from our own consumerism/impoverisation, from the 
onrush of time, from the voice of the father. Irony, irony to the max . The 
studio = the broadcast center for the voice (voice-blood-through th e old 
man 's voice put on an unvarying tape loop, monophonic, monstrous). 
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10.20.94 

Attali, 112: The present state of music theory in the West is tied, through 
its discourse, to the ideological reorgani zation necessitated by the emplace
ment of repetition. The absence of meaning is the necessary condition for the 
legitimacy of a technocracy s power. 

118: Musician's function is no longer to invent ways of communication or 
representing the world, but to be a model for replication, the mod e within 
which reproduction & repetition take shape. 

124: Replicated man finds pleasure in stockpiling the instruments of a 
devitalized substitute for the sacrifice. 

125: Music today is in many respects the monotonou s herald of death. 

147: There will be no more society without lack. For the commodity is 
absolutely incapable of filling the void it created by suppressing ritual 
sacrifice, by deritualizing usage, by pulverizing all meaning, by obliging 
man to communicate first to himself . 

* * * 

overlay 1/12.2.94 

Technocracy's power: the recording studio is one manif estation , itself 
made possible by that other manifestation , the power plant, source of 
electrical power. Both matter, neither can be ignored, but don 't forget the 
tape recorder itself. Without the tape recorder, Bryars has no loop, has no 
spine/armature for his composition. No doubt unconscious on his part, his 
composition nonetheless legitimizes power. Not only techno-power, but 
also the power of the father's voice. And what allows both to come through 
(into us) is the absence of meaning in the composition. The issue is not 
"minimalism," not additive technique. The question is whether the source 
has been honored & transformed, honored by being transformed . Answer: 
neither. Banality of literal repetition at interminable length mocks the 
source song; simplistic addition of orchestra, chorus, & Tom Waits mock s 
the possibility of transformation. Litter art, banal , simplistic art= the reign 
of power (terror). 
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overlay 2/12.3 .94 

Replication a good term for Bryars. His work not so much a devitalized 
substitute as a devitalized denial/avoidance of sacrifice. Sacrifice = the 
Passion , the blood of Christ, blood of all chose taken by the voice. This is 
not the same as trying to save oneself, others. No saving without 
acknowledgement of what we' re to be saved from. Bryars denies the blood 
and so denies the old man ; he does not save him or his listeners. 

Curious: a society oflack. And what is lacking is blood sacrifice? No. The 
sacrifice is always already going on . Rather: lack of chat recognition & 
subsequentl y of its "solution, " which is no solution at all but at least the 
instigation of a search for techniques of survival. The techniques cannot be 
found unless there is a recognition of blood and need. Perversity of Bryars' 
conception of the old man's song as a "resource," perversity in his hearing 
poignancy and "human-ness " in his song and doing so littl e with it. 

10.21.94 

Reich (in Writings About Music) re his Four Organs-. it is actually tiny micro
variations of chat pulse created by human beings, playing instruments or 
singing , chat gives life to the music. 

From liner notes for Reich 's Different Trains-. The basic idea is that speech 
recordings generate the musical material for musical instruments. 

* * * 

overlay 1/12.4.94 

Point: that the micro-variations of the pulse are created by human beings. 
The incessant/unvarying loop of the old man 's song takes away his 
humanity as it wou ld cake away the recognition, need for the recognition, 
chat the voice is exacting blood sacrifice all the time. The chorus and Tom 
Waits are not enough to make up for chis deprivation, which is finally a 
mockery . 
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The loop may generate the musical materials for Bryars, but-unlike 
Reich's Different Trains--there is little if any transformation. It has been 
appropriated, but it has not been honored . Think of what Coltrane does 
over the years with "My Favorite Things ." 

10.22 .94 

Liner notes from Bryars' ed. 

His first thought was of the loop of the old man 's singing as a kind of 
abstract repetition but with emotional overtones (combined with Pop Art 
& minimalism) ; then decided the singing was far too comple x & rich a 
resource for such treatment. 

Re orchestral accompaniment: he realized this needed to be simple , to 

gradually evolve, yet at the same time respect the old man 's humaniry & 
simple faith. 

The piece remains a restrained testament to the old man 's spmt & 
optimism?? 

The rhythm of his vocal line may be erratic and there is a considerable irony 
in the relationship between what he is singing and his circumstances at the 
time. But for me there is great poignancy in his voice and, though I do not 
share the simple optimism of his faith, I am still touched by the memory 
of my first encounter with what Grainger would call the "human-ness" of 
his voice, & through this piece I try to give it new life. 

* * * 

overlay 1/12.5.94 

Nothing so telling as Bryars' word "resource." Source is one thing , 
something that no one can do without, but resource is a capitalist give
away. Perhaps more appropriative colonialism than simply capitalist or all 
three at once . A very poor deal for the old man! Economy of exchange: song 
is appropriated and in return nothing but trinkets offered, banal additive 
applique of chorus and Waits , no transformation . Ijhe respected the old 
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man 's humanity & simple faith, he, as a composer, would do something 
with the song. No, the man and his song are not respected. They are treated 
precisely as a resource, a commodity: appropriated, exploited. 

Iron y is always distance. There can be no irony in love, in respect. Bryars 
doesn 't seem to grasp the truly spiritual nature of the song. It would be 
ironic if the old man were singing amids t all that socialist ideology would 
promise him. The sad iron y is that Bryars claims to feel/ sense poignancy 
without comprehending the song's true nature . The deeper poignancy is 
the need for such a song. Can it be rewritten? 

The song is hardly one of simple optimism . Blood is never optimistic! It is 
the product/byproduct of death, of the violent operatio n of the father 's 
voice upon us. The recognition of that violence, the recognition of on
going sacrifice is the very opposite of optimism. 

Instead of new life the flat repetit ion of rhe loop kills the old man, his song . 
It is as deadly as the voice itself. 

10.23.94 

What can be said about Jesus' blood? 

Wesley tune "There Is A Fountain" 

There is a fountain filled with blood , drawn from Emmanuel 's veins, 
And sinners, plunged beneath that flood, lose all their guilty stains; 
Lose all their guilty stains, lose all their guilty stains; 
And sinners, plunged beneath that flood , lose all their guilty stains. 

Apoc. 22: 14: Blessed are they who wash their robes in the blood of the 
Lamb that they may have a right to the tree of life & may 
enter the city through the gates. 

St. Bonaventure: No one can enter the heavenly Jerusalem by contempla
tion unl ess he enter through the blood of the Lamb as through a door. This 
can on ly be done by a man of desires. Such desires are enkindled in us by 
an outcry of prayer that makes us call aloud in the groaning of our heart & 
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by the flash of insight by which the mind turns most directly & intently 
toward the rays of light. 

As it is a sign & a means of grace. 

* * * 

overlay 1/12.7.94 

Power , attraction of the Wesley tune: blood itself so frankly & 
unapologetically announced (the sacrifice so announced)+ the recurrence 
of the "lose all their guilty stains" phrase. 

Deconstructed: being plunged beneath that flood is what makes them 
sinners; the guilty stains = what remains of them after 
they have gathered in response to the call of the voice. 

Apoc. passage: they are washing their robes in their own blood. For 
which they have the right to be nailed on the cross with 
all the others. Quite a crowd! 

St. Bonaventure: blood as door 

10.28.94 

a man of desires, one who cries out, calls aloud in the 
groaning of the heart, turns toward the rays of light 

Question: what are the desires? What prompted them? 
Can they be avoided/ evaded? 

the word "Jesus": harrow down my back 

Catechetical questions: what did Jesus' blood do for the old man? 

What did it not fail to do? 

How did it not fail him? 

Why did it not fail him? 
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* * * 

overlay 1/12.8.94 

Never failed him yet . Curious how that last word works: definite, emphatic , 
and question-begging . The first because of its penultimate position on the 
line; second because of grammar function as a pivot term. Suzette said she 
loved him , yet Chuck had his doubts. 

Jesus is not the answer. Jesus ' blood is the answer. Perhaps Jesus is the 
ultimate sacrifice, the successful sacrifice (whereas Abraham/Isaac was 
"unsuccessful "). The old man 's song celebrates the sacrifice, even the 
suffering. But: what in fact is celebrated is the power of the father 's voice 
which, precisely, elects notto speak/answer at the decisive moment. Voice 
celebrated through its silence. The silence takes on weight & shape, 
becomes a weapon. Elaine Scarry: cross as a weapon. 

The song would have us read the blood as sign of sacrifice for us; there is 
the implication we should be grateful. Perverse. Blood attracts blood. We 
are not, as we are attracted , freed from sacrifice. We become part of it. 
Wesley would have the sin stains removed. The cost of removal is our own 
blood . 

Make the yet caesura positive? Can there be a turning away once the blood 
is acknowledged? Can doubt enter? Can the cross as weapon be blunted/ 
avoided? 

Stevens: dissipate the holy hush of aacient sacrifice-not the same as 
dissipating current/ongoing sacrifice. 

overlay 2/12 .9.94 

Tense wrong. Should be: what does the blood not fail to do? 

It does not fail to appear, to fill up all space & time. SK's story of the painter 
who depicted the Red Sea as one solid wall of red. Blood does not fail to 
be the ground , deep red ground of our lives. 
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Can the ground of our lives be divided? Perhaps, but there 's no escape to 
another ground. Blood is the ground. All chat can be hoped for is division, 
some division/parting, caesura however momentary. 

Go back to Holderlin on caesura. 

What is the instrument of division? On the surface of the poem: space, gap. 
Ac some ocher level (not necessarily "deeper"): sin. Keeping our sin, not 
allowing it to be washed away (submerged in, dyed by the blood). 

What is sin? That which stains. 

overlay 3/12.10.94 

Don't care for what I've written about sin. Still: want the reality of the 
word. Sinlessness not possible because of the pervasiveness of the ground. 
The ground is blood, and it is the blood which stains. Human persons have 
no choice but to move on/in chis ground. They are unavoidably/irremedi
ably stained by chat ground. 

Mistake: (1) to deny blood ; (2) to consider blood a cleanser. Blood is-, blood 
is chat which stains. Sin, from the father's perspective, is the refusal to give 
ourselves co him, co replenish the staining element, to be turned into chat 
which stains. 

Even as we move on/in the blood red ground the goal is movement, to keep 
moving, & in so moving to make for our own caesura. 

Distinction: moving on/in the ground means being defined by chat term 
but not being wholly captured/stained (made transparent)? Wrong to 
think there can be existence without reference to the blood ground. As 
wrong as co behave as if time did not exist, as if we did not exist in time. 
If Simone Weil is right (the cross= time), then it 's also wrong co deny the 
cross. 
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overlay 4/12.11.94 

Back to the questions: how does Jesus ' blood not fail the old man? 

Fundamentally, by being there, always being present, not restricted to a 
moment in time, a point in space. Unavoidable, not to be evaded, the 
ground of this world. If there's no question of thereness, here & thereness, 
then the caesura of movement has effect, makes a way. 

Is one sort of movement any better than any other? If too regular, nothing 
is cleared. Ergo: wrong foot on the wrong beat. Or: in between the beats 
of the Wesley tune. Reference to turning saints, idea of turning, staggering 
in procession. Choreography of the wounded . Back to the Greek choral 
meters, back to Motown . Has to be highly, deliberately mannered. The 
Mummers' Parade . 

Why doesn 't the blood fail him? 

Because th e voice of the father is always active. If the voice is active, then 
the sacrifice is active. It 's ongoing, constant, the constant of our lives, the 
one picture. We look and see, we look again & see: the one picture, the 
same . 

11.1.94 

Zuckerkandl (Man The Musician) asks a good question: why do people 
sing? 

Z . is right to point out that, unlike art music which makes it an end in itself, 
music historicall y (& now) has served other functions (religion, babies 
sung to sleep, film soundtracks). 

Z., 23: would have music as a need for self-abandon that is not a turning 
away from the self, but an enlargement, an enhancement of the self, a 
breaking down of barriers 

a transcending of separation 

a transformation into togetherness 
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27: People do not come together to think of songs silently, to imagine them 
m common. 

29: The tones fulfill their purpose: remove the barrier between purpose & 
thing, clear the way for an active sharing- a spiritual experience. 

30: sympathy is directed at immediate action; compassion is meant to allay 
another's suffering 

the active sharing of suffering: the suffering is fully reexperienced in the 
singer 's mind 

Z.'s term: spiritualized 

* * * 

overlay 1/12.12.94 

Bryars thinks he is respecting the old man's song, probably thinks his tape 
loop represents "truth to materials ." Still: yet another instance of art music 
attempting to neutralize its sources which would serve other purposes, esp. 
the spiritual. Neutralization and denial only enact a temporary displace
ment. They seem to act as the widest gap, caesura as beckoning boulevard. 
In fact, they're temporary blinds/blockages which result , eventually, in a 
torrential flood of blood upon us, eruption & upheaval of the ground. 
Paradoxical success of Stravinsky: Rite uses and reveals the sacred, the 
power & ongoing reality of the sacrifice. Well, a slight degree of difference 
between B & S, no?! 

Same could be said, with a more reverential accent, re Messiaen 's use of 
church modes in something like Et expecto. 

What about the other uses: lullabies, soundtracks? They have their place, 
their validity. Nonetheless, I've chosen, been chosen: the sacrifice is most 
often what I tend to hear/ see. 
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overlap 2/12.13.94 

At a first glance the idea of self-abandonment isn't all that attractive. In 
"How Sweet It Is" what I saw wasn't attractive at all. The self abandoned 
is the self taken. The voice won't give it back, will only give it back as 
excrement. The train of low cars keeps rolling through the night. 

Bue: what if the self isn 't abandoned to the voice, is abandoned (as a gift) 
to another, a lover, who returns it in the form of his/her own? Something 
I hadn't considered. 

Can the poem do this? Can the poem abandon itself to the reader? What 
guarantee is there that the poem will be received with love? None. Yet 
there 's no chance for this to take place unless the poem is a call, a calling 
out of the lover 's name, unless the poem is conceived as a call. The risk: that 
the voice of the father answers in all its honeyed modulations before the call 
reaches a lover/reader. Can the risk be reduced? No. 

Can the poet ever be certain of the existence of any lover/ reader? No. How 
can the poet know the call has been heard, been heard & returned? Because 
the poet's name is called our in the darkness of a room . 

New take on negative capability: you may not be lit up by love, may have 
had no encounter with an "embraceable you," but your face is still intact. 

overlay 3/12.14.94 

Z's desire for transcending & transformation a little too cozy for my liking, 
a little too close to the gathering that gets laid. What sort of togetherness 
is possible? Poet & reader together as lovers who can meet only sporadically 
& briefly , their meetings governed by circumstance, chance intersections 
of their own lines of morion. 

Irony of the tones ' purpose . If clearing occurs, barriers cleared away, then 
the danger of voice & tongue becomes all the more acute. If barriers are 
cleared away, then the lovers are in the most acute danger. The chance of 
clearing away mandates an increase or a continuation of motion. 
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Spiritual experience: lovers who embrace even as the breath of the voice is 
near, is always coming near. Experience of acute danger, experience of 
sorrow (the need to keep moving, to maintain individual caesuras in/on/ 
against the ground). If they linger, they become Paolo & Franchesca, they 
become those who are gathered & eaten. 

Communion/consummation of embrace which is threatened by a rapa
cious consumption. 

overlay 4/12.15.94 

Suffer= enforced isolate motion (wandering, caesura-making by oneself) . 
Enforced because of the constant honey and sandpaper whisper of the voice 
m our ears. 

What we share: tales of our wandering, pressure of the whisper. What we 
share: sporadic meetings when our wanderings chance to intersect, a 
geometry of chance haunted by the whisper, threat of the whisper which 
is attracted, Erinyes to blood, by any sort of gathering . What we share : 
hushed, never to be completed tales of our wandering, a conversation of 
beginnings & fragmented middles , no endings . One could almost say tales 
of beginnings only. What we share: possibility of embrace. 

11.4.94 

Barthes, The Grain of the Voice 

But isn't it the truth of the voice to be hallucinated? 

The song must speak, must write .. .. 

The "grain " is the body in the voice as it sings .... 

The image of the body which is given [to] me. 

* * * 

overlay 1/12.16.94 

Barthes' language suggestive, though I would understand/use it rather 
differentl y. The voice properly has no sound, the pressure of a whisper, 
sandpaper, brushes on a snare. What gives it grain, amplifies the grain , is 
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the body/sacrificed body. We have one model for this, the crucifixion, but 
it is on-going. The sacrifice is always going on. When the whisper is fully 
amplified through the sacrificed (eaten) body, the grain becomes a scream. 
Each additional sacrifice= feedback from the originary, model scream. Ben 
Webster-Jimi Hendrix. 

Image of the body = crucified body, more Grunewald than the smooth, 
dreaming Italians. 

11.6.9 4 

notes from Richard Leppert, The Sight of Sound: Music, Representation, & 
the History of the Body 

xix: ... the body is sighted & hears; the body sees & makes audible 

xx: Whatever else music is "about, " it is inevitably about the body; music 's 
aural & visual presence constitutes both a relation to and a representation 
of the body . 

195: Music is time that draws attention to itself. 

201: Music functions within the image as the pretext for passion. 

* * * 

overlay 1/12.1 7.94 

Slight alteration of Leppert: the body is signaled & is heard; the bod y is seen 
& makes audible: the scream, the one crucified body does this; all the other 
bodies (our own) do this. 

Blood as ground is the total abstraction of the crucified body . As always, 
question is whether we can move on/through that ground without 
becoming part of it. 

Music as relation & representation of the body. Irony that Bryars has an 
appropriative relation to the old man 's body (song), relegating it to the 
nonhuman status of resource material , has an unconscious awareness-no 
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awareness-of his composition's representation of the body (of song)
but for all that powerfully unleashes the power of the blood/power of the 
voice. And I wonder if other Passion music has done this . Arvo Part: no, 
too ethereal. Bach, Schlitz, Penderecki, Peter Gabriel: all impressive in one 
way or another, all serious in one way or another, but do they not end up 
oddly protecting us from the crucified body more, finally, than this 
comparatively simplistic/banal work? 

overlay 2/12.18.94 

Another reconfiguration of Leppert: music+ image= a pretext for passion. 
Perhaps he has MTV in mind?! Not exactly what the lovers moving/ 
wandering on a red ground experience, not exactly what those who hear the 
persistent whisper of the voice experience. 

Break up the word: pre-text. Barthes would have the song having to speak/ 
write. Music & image ( & poem) are the texts which come after, come after 
the sacrifice of the Passion. And that sacrifice comes after the whisper? 
Might be argued that sacrifice and whisper are coterminous. The whisper 
becomes truly audible with the sound of the blood, the scream. 

12.23.94 

notes from Giorgio Agamben, Language and Death 

38: Greek/ ta en te phone. that which is in the voice 

60: Thinking death is simply thinking the Voice. 

85: Man is that living being who removes himself & preserves himself at 
the same time-as unspeakable-in language; negativity is the human 
means of having language. 

87: To consent to language signifies to act in such a way that ... in the 
removal of the voice, another Voice is disclosed to man, and along with this 
are also disclosed the dimension of being & the mortal risk of nothingness. 
To consent to the taking place oflanguage, to listen to the Voice, signifies, 
thus, to consent also to death, to be capable of dying rather than simp ly 
deceasing. 
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89-90: passage from the chorus in Oedipus at Co/onus cited by Agamben: 

* * * 

Not being born overcomes all language, but, having 
come into the light, the best thing is to return as soon as 
possible whence one came. 

overlay 1 / same day 

The question is whether one can remain unspeakable. If removal/preser
vation are granted as the ways to go, can one actually remain unspeakable 
in language? And what if one should encounter another one in the desert? 
Surely, one does not desire to remain mute. If they follow Agamben, then 
whatever language they exchange must be negative. Lines/caesuras made 
in/ on the red ground: so many via negativas! Can those who meet as lovers 
speak negatively? "I love you" is hardly negative; "you" itself is hardly 
negative. Pointing , a kiss hardly negative. Bryars forces the old man to go 
on singing without rest. And what he sings could hardly be more positive. 
Does this mean he doesn't have language? Yes or at least not human 
language; he becomes a microphone, an amplifier, a loudspeaker for the 
voice, the voice's language, not his language. Bryars' tape loop emphatically 
emphasizes this function. It also means the death of the old man as human 
person (who can speak/unspeak many things or ways). 

Bryars necessarily discloses, through the old man 's song another voice
the voice of the father-to his listeners. Ironic and destructive, much more 
destructive than the innocent evangelical aspirations of the hymn tune 
writers. They want to "win souls. " Bryars would give no credence to such 
entities and ends up putting them in danger. 

Rapacity of the father 's tongue makes Agamben ' s dying/ deceasing distinc
. tion rather too neat if not simply superfluous. 

12/24/94 

Forgot two additional entries from Agamben. 

95: What is language without Voice, a word that is not grounded in any 
meaning? This is something that we must still learn to think. 
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96: To exist in language without being called there by any Voice, simply 
to die without being called by death is perhaps the most abysmal experi
ence. 

* * * 

overlay 1 / same day 

Meaning comes from being grounded, and there is only one ground, the 
deep red ground of blood, red deepened by black. & what becomes of 
language not so grounded? Ceaseless ironic chatter. The chatterers go 
uncalled to death, foolish virgins . The uncalled = those without ears, the 
less than human. The called may have to behave as i/they did not hear. 
Their interest, after all, is not death but trying to stay alive, trying to stay 
alive for the possibility of a kiss. True, they will die in the process of that 
trying, in the process of their making caesuras in/on the ground, but they 
will die from "natural causes." Their bones like any other bones in the 
desert. Their bones = triumph, as much triumph as there can be. The voice 
can do nothing with bones, nothing left to eat away. Let us now praise 
famous bones! Let us now praise the bones of lovers. 
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Pierre Joris 

Goosefeet 

The feet 
not the cackle 
of geese, 
between the bed 
& the newspaper 
I am played 
along the interface 
of someone else's 
dream & heard to 

say: 
"Patmos is on 
the level of 
the judgmental. " 
To know what 
you mean 
with my words. 
Interface of you 
& I. Careful 
morning, medal 
of gold , or better 
d' oro, Italian coffee 
& medley 
of bird song 
names unkn own 
"I know the Eastern ones, 
had hardly 
learned them when I 
came West " 
is what I said 
yesterday 
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& in this writing now 
there are two things 
said between 
what once I was 
told to name 
"Ganse-Fiilkhen," 
German for quotes 
French for the fine lines 
around the eyes 
- pattes-d'oie -
give the age 
of our gaze 
these lines now 
marshalled into 
a morning's text, 
quotes as 
breccia, 
potted plants 
need water 
of exegesis in this 
dry climate 
I climb up the tower 
by the river 
where Holderlin has 
now been living 
this one hundred fifty 
years "Pallaksch . 
Pallaksch." 
untranslatable 
untranslatable 
status of goose feet, 
stir your coffee 
with the back of the pen 
stir up minds 
with the back 
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of the dream 
Brot & Kaffee 
this morn, a Klatsch 
of friends , a gaggle 
of geese, Friedrich 
who no longer claims 
to be a renegate (?) Italian 
but trots out the God s 
of his pantheon 
in new & unheard of 
ways. 
I refuse to pass 
judgment, 
I have brought him 
today's newspaper from 
Southern California 
what interests him 
most is the picture 
with the palm tree 
"There 's another deja-vu 
play, called uninvited ," 
he says, having 
taken on the guise of a 
wise 9-year old 
holds forth on ghost games 
"It is not the dark 
scares me. It is only the 
undead ," 
the distance they have to travel 
for us to reach them -
it is hours later already 
we are breakfasted 
& the tower by the river 
a ghost now 
though the question 
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remains 
for they are far 
the gods the gods 
& all the myths are mixed up 
the words have taken 
a dive & more 
& there are no 
more lightbeards 
only this Ewe bone-idol 
fashioned from Zeus ' thigh bone 
now holds the fountain 
pen poised 
to segue to neighborhood 
sounds like "one piece 
of plywood, the rest 
goes in the truck " -
of no possible use, 
too pointed 
a message from 
the carpenter 
though carpenters be esteemed 
one made life possible 
for Holderlin 
in his tower 
from whence he looks down 
or I look out of 
he by his river 
me by the rented pool 
different modalities of water 
but water all the same, 
the tower & water 
is road & moat 
is where the gods play 
defying surface tensions 
draining the animal forms 
into the human. 
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"The errancy of language 
which never reaches its mark" 

but it does, it always does 
hie the mark 

seeing as in relation 
to language every human 

is a mark 
one of 'em suckers 

never gees an even break 
always jagged 

the end, the beginning, paradise 
& the rest chat speaks us 

as it finds its mark 
right between the eyes of 

Cain whose genealogy 
is ours, whose language 

is meat & sinews 
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Henry Gould 

from: In RI 

4 

The earth is sacred because fragile, 
frangible, delicate 

as feeling is 
delicate, the way eyes move along 
the ridge of an old stone wall, 

or you hear 
the murmuring flow in the pattern 
of light beams playing across 

blocks of granite, or 
marble. By the waters of Babylon, 
there we hung up our lyres 

and wept, 0 
Jerusalem. By the waters, 
under a pendulum of vine and 

ziggurat. Seething 
waters. 

Turbulent flow, un
mappable. Reflexive 

mrmrmrmr
Apyramid 
Mirrors 

Our 
Roman aroma, 
0 senora, 

Moonlit 
Armor (cotton shield). 

Mohegans use the same word for "child" 
and "whippoorwill." A singing at the edge 
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of the field, 
at the edges of day. Whip poor will, 
whip poor will (clap of the mill). 

N arragansetts are 
indulgent toward children 
and crows-mischievous birds, gleaning 

their fields. The crow 
is the sign, messenger from 
Cautantowwit, Lord of Afterlife, 

of the beautiful land 
in the Southwest, where good souls 
fly after death. Freed spirits 

glow in the night sky. 

They have a remarkable observation of a flame that appears before the 
death of an Indian or English upon their wigwams in the dead of night: The 
first time that I did see it, I was call'd out by some of them about twelve 
o'clock, it being a very dark night 
CAUTANTOWWIT 

Sitting around the kitchen , 
playing hooky from work, 

the lights went out. 
It gets dark early in December. 
Picked up the phone. Power outage 

at Narragansett Electric. 
The sun goes down, 
the lights go out. 

Cautantowwit 

Miantonomi was a proud young sachem, 
nephew of Canonicus, 

both of them 
skilled in realpolitik, 
though not so clever, in the end, 

as Uncas. 
In 1637 there was a four-way struggle 
for land and power in Connecticut. 
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English and Dutch 
were rivals, as were Pequots 
and N arragansetts; 

moreover, 
English were divided among themselves, 
Hooker's congregation splitting off 

from Boston authority. 
The Dutch East India Company built a trading post 
near present-day Hartford, called the House of Hope. 

In 1634 Pequots 
attacked a group of Narragansetts attempting 
to trade there; in retaliation, Dutch 

closed the post, 
and enticed the chief sachem of Pequots 
aboard their ship, and tied him up, demanding 

ransom for his return. 
When Pequots paid up , Dutch 
returned the sachem (T atobem was his name) 

-dead. 

Not long after, an unfortunate English ship 
under command of a West Indian named Stone 

sailed up the Pequot River 
to trade . Pequots slaughtered 
the entire crew. Boston was understandably 

angered. Caught 
between Narragansetts and Dutch, 
Pequots sent an embassy to Boston-and they 

reached a settlement. 

When Tatobem was killed, 
a Mohegan sub-sachem named U ncas 

made dynastic claims 
to the sachemship. His claims 
were denied, and Sassacus became chief sachem. 

Soon after CT une 
1636) Uncas sent word to Boston that Pequots, 
fearing an English attack, were preparing for war 

and raids on English 
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settlements. Boston magistrates quickly arranged 
a conference with Pequots at Saybrook, 

and demanded tribute, 
and in return promised to make no war except 
in their own defense. 

A few days later Quly 1636) the shallop 
of English trader John Oldham was sighted 

off Block Island 
with armed men on board, either Pequots 
or Narragansetts. Later, Oldham was found 

murdered. 
Block Island was Narragansett territory. 
Miantonomi quickly returned Oldham's goods 

to Boston, and claimed 
(through their emissary Williams) 
that the murderers had fled seeking refuge 

with Pequots . 
Then he sent word (via Williams) 
that Pequots had asked Narragansetts 

to join them 
in war against English . 

In August 1636 two agents from Massachusetts Bay 
conferred with Canonicus, and were satisfied 

with his denial 
of complicity in Oldham 's murder. 
The General Court ordered a force of ninety men 

to invade Block Island 
and "to put to death the men .. . but to spare the women 
and children, and to bring them away." Thence 

they were to proceed 
to the main Pequot village and obtain the murderers , 
with "one thousand fathom of wompom for damages, etc., 

and some of their children 
as hostages ." 

The order resulted in a brief military expedition 
led by John Endicott . The force burnt Block Island 
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homes and cornfields 
and then moved on to the main Pequot village, 
which was also burned. Not long after 

Pequots raided 
farms and settlements in central Connecticut, 
slaughtering English . In the spring of 1637, a force 

of English and N arragansetts 
invaded Pequot territory. On May 26th 
the main village at Mystic was attacked 

in the early morning . 
In less than an hour, two English soldiers 
were killed (one by an English musketball) and 

between 300 and 700 
Pequots (most of them noncombatants) died . 
"To tal confusion prevailed during the attack 

on the Mystic fort 
as the Pequots emerged from their wigwams 
to defend themselves and as two columns of English 

soldiers dashed through 
the village striking them down. Outside, 
the Indian allies formed concentric circles surrounding 

the fort ... the air 
seemed to be filled with arrows. The confusion 
was increased when Mason decided to set fire to the fort. 

In the confusion and smoke, 
some of che Indian allies were wounded ... " 

The attack decimated the Pequot tribe. Sachem 
Sassacus fled to Mohawks, only 

to be murdered there . 
Captured males were executed; women and children 
were sold into slavery (both to English 

and Narragansetts). 

Many survivors fled to Uncas, and 
Uncas married the widow ofTatobem. 

Miantonomi grew angry 
over Massachusetts favoritism toward Uncas; 
meanwhile, Uncas spread rumors 
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that Miantonomi planned 
a joint uprising against English. Williams 
made many protestations to the magistrates 

of Miantonomi's good faith; 
but this was discounted. Relations gradually worsened 
between Narragansetts, English, and Pequot

Mohegans; finally, 
with criminal charges against him in Boston, 
Miantonomi was captured in a raid by Uncas and 

delivered to the magistrates. 

Boston had no case against Miantonomi, so 
they released him to Uncas; shortly ther eafter, 

while leading him 
down a path, one of Uncas' men drove 
a hatchet into Miantonomi' s skull. 

It 's dark out now. But the lights are on again. 
Narragansett Electric at work on the lines, 

or the generator. 

For me to narrate? Delving in 
hell for the details? 

Go ye to ye documents, note 
there, how little ye know. 
Stories only scratch the skin, a kingfisher 

flickering, tilted 
toward the banks. For an argument, to achieve 
an effect. What is this white surface of 

recycled newsprint, scratched 
by a scion, a scion of certain Puritans? 
(Endicott 's farm was adjacent to Zaccheus Gould's.) 

Sir Concerning Natives: the Pquts and Nayantaquits resolve to live and die 
togeacher and not to yeald up one. Last night Tidings came that the 
Mauquauags (the Caniballs) have slaine some of our Countrimen at 
Qunnihticut. I hope it is not true. 

-RW to Winthrop 10.25.1636 
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Miantunnomu ketp his barbarous court lately at my house, and with him 
I have far better dealing. He takes some pleasure to visit me ... 
They pass not a week without some skirmishes, though hitherto little loss 
on either side. They were glad of your preparations, and in much 
conference with themselves and others, (fishing de industria for instruc
tions from them) I gathered these observations , which you may please (as 
cause may be) to consider and take note of: 
1. They conceive that to do execution to purpose on the Pequts, will 
require not two or three days and a way, but a riding by it and following 
of the work to and again ... 
2. That if any pinnaces come in ken, they presently prepare for flight, 
women and old men and children, to a swamp some three or four miles on 
the back of them, a marvellous great and secure swamp, which they call 
Ohomowauke, which signifies owl's nest ... 
5. That the assault would be in the night, when they are commonly secure 
and at home, by which advantage the English, being armed, may enter the 
houses and do what execution they please. 
6. That before the assault be given, an ambush be laid behind them , 
between them and the swamp .. . 
Sir, if any thing be sent to the princes, I find that Canounicus would gladly 
accept of a box of eight or ten pounds of sugar ... 
Sir, you may please to take notice of a rude view, how the Peques lie: 

River Qunnihticut. 

O a fort ohhe Nayantaquit men. conredence with the Pequts. 
Mohip_nic. 

River."~ Q shaub., where 0hom 1111 owauke, the swamp, 
Sasacous the chief' Sechim is." three or four miles from-

Mis O tick. where is Mamoho. another chief sachim. •• 

River. 
Nayanta O quit, where is Wepiteunmoct and our friends." 

River. 

-RW to Winthrop, 5.1.1637 
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Sir 
By John Throckmorton I was bold to advertize of the late mercifull successe 
it hath pleased the Father of mercies to vouchsafe to the first attempts of 
our Countrimen agst these Barbarous . .. 
I found the first newes of the Cutting of the whole Fort of the Pequts at 
Mistick to be certaine and unquestionably true as I sent, with lide or no 
Variation , of wch hereafter ... 

-RW to Winthrop , 6.2.1637 

Much honoured Sir 
It having againe pleased the most High to put into your hands another 
miserable drove of Adams degenerate seede, and our brethren by nature: 
I am bold (ifl may not offend in it) to request the keeping and bringing 
up of one of the children. I have fixed mine eye on this lide one with the 
red about his neck, but I will not be peremptory in my choice but will rest 
in your loving pleasure for him, or any etc. 

-RW to Winthrop, 6.30.1637 

whippoorwill 

[Boy, that ain't no whippoorwill. 
-John Wayne in She Wore a Yellow Ribbon] 

whippoorwill 

whippoorwill 
12.15.94 
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1 

Patrick Doud 

The Man in Green 

And alle his vesture uerayly wat3 clene verdure 
-Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

Later, letting no red-berried word 
fall to severance-ground's fruit 
and prayers, the path to 
in and from is laid; digesting 
and disgorging tonight's measure 
of travel, all the design to walk by' s known 
by music hid 
in movement. Showing 
the world 
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A man in a green suit stands 
holding his hat under a tree 
beside the path, his shoes 
in new snow, his gaze's aim 
untraceably somewhere 
focused. In the woods a 
fox barks, his face alters 
and in his stalk 
away, I recognize Him 
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Vine enfoliates out , a compass 
from the zero at the center. Going 

so armed 
to cross tonight 

the sickness between 
heart and brain , the 
dividing of you 
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2 

In movement showing 
a system of water-glades 

a dancer's 
lofting a death, a fish in the air, moving 
more beautifully by each new 
catch, the wild reel heard growing til 
it quiets into words, minstrelsy: 

A great oak in the forest 

Caught fast by his head 

The King's son passing below. 

Enemies murdered him hung 

There between Heaven and Earth. 

Forgotten is the ground of 
my way, the use of 
the head to the believer 
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To talk with you who will not 
talk, words instead 
hold your limbs, ignorant as 
to which act would twine us 

His sharp stem in 
the sleeping spine: "Reclaim 
dense exchanges. Wander shame half yet 
unpathed ; the woods are at 
short breaths of their angle 
errant. In grasp 
after designation , the pledged 
place 
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Down corridors of woods, skin 
and vertebrae engine 
msurgent scapes, one 
virid hope stilled 
to the secret glimpsed, the writhing 
yells of light below their verge 
His shadow throws 
back, giant and walking 
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3 

My way, using 
invisible spores, uncertain 
relations, seeds 
like commas resting in each heart 

becomes another's, wrongly 
walking the conspiracy lost 
to webbed root and tendril 
branched leaf 
and fruit, their haunt of cwinship 

come to a gold-haired 
noosed head, hanging as though it's still 
burdened by body, not 
fixed by hate which 
in the verdant 
blooded glare is shown 
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What now is clearing for-

empty-husked, ambulacra waste by 
weight cancered in the blood, nets 

of vein extracted and recast upon 
their bodies, outside the 

placing. The life inside 
the life is not so forced 
to revive 
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Invisibly in reach 
in each house, the other people 
walk through us. Innumerable 
faces peer from chapel-stone before, guardian 
grooms of the hidden 
wedding, without whom 
undimensioned mounds mother 
burials . From above, weak respiring 
of things asleep on the roof, convenient 
unfathered scrape 
of horn in dream-trouble 
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4 

On the verdant 
roaded weight growing 
over each sho ulder, a mass 
follows in the sum of 
the stump warning "Keep 
the door shut 

to the bunched weave of rooms 
and ways, back of the tame 
house, ther e" 

The new year 
ente :s birch as the son 's 
neck , a synthetic, brief 
orange stick 
bearing nothing 
which seals the lungs 
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"Out of the frozen hollow before 
praying , the head lies in 
the ambry aligned with each 
level relating them." The chapel-wall 
windows the woods with 
substitution, the sun's station in the oak. 
Observed, the flood of 
gore out from the severing 
goes redeemed 
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Snow has ripened the waste, enough 

buried. Tonight is born the emerald 
transparence through white, facets 
looking upon the worlds from in 
His grave, weaving vantages . 
It is late, and moving again 
in dirt's opaque the birth 
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Eileen Corder 

in the center of twice what has been 

the most powerful laws and the most powerful thoughts 
knew me without my knowing them 

driving out of the twentieth centur y 
or at least until it 's over 
the windshield crusty 
our foundation a flash of light 
a bottle thrown into th e street 

traffic jams stretch for hundreds of miles 
evacuation plans shot to hell 
and we never see what others see 
at the roadblock 
grateful finally just to accomplish a U-turn 
reclaiming the house we'd abandoned forever 

he says it's one hundred proof 
and when the angel flies you 'll feel relief 
a fireline 

but later I hear her whispering to the others 
-don't go there 
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deep from in my body-pull it out 
what must be a berry, swollen as big as my palm 

and ripe, mystical, but not saying 
for whose mouth, and on it 

so masterfully inscribed 'You' 

everywhere I hear this name 
in hushed peculiar voices 

late at night in the piazza 
when I cross on my way home from work 

through curtained kitchen windows in the afternoon 
where I imagine mothers alone, and nursing 

and always in the cemetery on Fridays 

even from my own mouth 
I've tried to pull its shape 

tried to uncover who or what 
goes by such a name 

but 'You ' won 't leave my heart 
'You ' refuses to have a face 
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halfway down the block I cut the rope of my own narrow mind 
and from the newly formed and disconnected ends 
bled the common view 
thank God it wasn't you 

wasn't you who went looking for shelter 
the Mother you stand for now 
one big two-legged house 
hotel and church 
and lies and liar 
0 my narrow mind 

when her baby dies 
he says she might get herself up off the street 

but right now 
I'm just trying to get enough together to buy a hamburger 
it's cold out here and when I pee it comes out red 

stop blowing on your hands and pull back the curtain 
what a mob at the opera house tonight 
women and men clutching their hearts 
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sharp edges become my hands 

like faceted claws bejewel a panther 
don't they excite our pleasure 
precise, sovereign, unbearable in their might 
like evil crossed, you think of weapons 

-let's at it! 
do me favor of fight, you're entangled now 
let hate adorn our bodies blow by blow 

sharp edges became my hands 
was I a woman or-what sexless sex tempered my spine 
exiled the head that yesterday grew 
between these handsome , hardest arms 
fell it into flashing knives 
and staine d them dirty-red 

she came to me, or I to her 
naked, hair swept up in branches above our necks, rut 
road behind us run away to another heart 
blue, turquoise, only the sky 
more blue, and blue has brought 
the spirits' dance to its final hour 

sharp edges have become hand s 
rubberish, dull, meat-soddened, never again 
to lay open flesh, nor cleave 
even the most trifling thought 
there 's no opponent now 

- I'll hide them in a coat! 
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leave the brittle warmth of your pocket 
you who know nothing of the law of ice, the law 
that confines volcanoes to an alien region 
below whose border we fell, below towers 
dusted with redgold sugar where princes 
cry manly woman-tears that gather soot and harden 
as they run down to this rue 

-law? rue? 

what of it if the curb is cold and slush-
there are days when light falls ownerless at our feet 
when poems blaze through long-established checkpoints 
and their laugh sets us whirling in a trance, a moment's 
jubilation puts back missing legs and fingers, and smiles 
look on from the silken face of mama 's old scarf 

sun is only a parable of the tavern mirror 
and famous though it may be, it was the painter 
who left us something between here and there 
a street down which beings look and disappear 
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stones 
both riverbed and the children on it 
stones 
gone unbaptized due to drought 
stones 
one of chem broke Eve's tooth 

all day long their games are stones 
ther e's nothing else to do here on the side of an empty road 
by the edge of death mountain 

heads enormous and as if weighted down by some terrible sin 
but what could be wrong with children building towers 
radio towers for the modest signals of love they hope to send home 
home to those in the land of the living 

each day they wait for an answer 
and each day their sky drips red with blood when a demon from hell appears 
he blames his sad greetings on the folks up there 

hey 
your parents are mixed up and grieving 
and with chat he smashes their towers 
grabs the dirty rubble and props open their tiny jaws 
through which escape 
their I-wane-you cries 
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0, to call up the wind 
to kiss the soil 

-for Jill Barbosa 

gestures of hunger ; tears of gender 
one saw pleasure 

gripped by a bent Colossus 
set up on the beach, their bodies are 

a kind of windbreak 
in which wittingly was left 

a crack-the erased line 
that comes back and back 
and through it flies 

an arrow of sand 
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some are bees that dance 
some are bars in my window 

because there is no wind I wait 
as He spreads his song wings on paper 

the guitarist not the lark 
who sits in my tree 

and the lines are quickly filled 
with notes written in payment 

for room and board 
in the Inn of Heare 
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in a clearing 

absolute stillness 
among the rocks 
balanced on end 

impossible 
how they rise 
and lean 

we see it 
with our own eyes 
but what impresses 

the brain 
illogic 
and joy 

then distrust 
and with one touch 
they wobble 

no tricks , no props 
people come 
and then they go 

absolute joy 
among the rocks 
balanced on end 

you grab my hand 
and we run 
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David Levi Strauss 

"Relational, In the Sense of Operative ": 
Community in The Holy Forest 

If anything inter ests me anymore, it is the community of the 
question: a threat ened community. What does it mean to ask 
oneself something? Or to ask something of oneself? 

-A vi cal Rone!!, Finitude's Score: Essays for the End of the Millennium 

The term 'public ' signifies the world itself, in so far as it is 
common to all of us and distinguished from our privately 
owned place in it .. . . To live together in the world means 
essentially that a world of thin gs is between chose who have it 
in common, as a table is located between chose who sic around 
it; the world, like every in-b etween, relates and separates men 
at the same time . . .. What makes mass society so difficulc to 
bear is not the number of people involved ... but the face chat 
cheworld between chem has lost its power to relate and separate 
chem. 

-H annah Arendt, The Human Condition 

The decline of the public world that Hannah Arendt addressed in The 
Human Condition and elsewhere has taken yet another turn for the worse. 
In North America, public space is rapidly disappearing from our cities and 
towns, public art and public broadcasting are under attack, and the organs 
of public speech are being "privatized" at an alarming rate. If the recently 
engorged right wing in the U.S. Congress has its way, public welfare will 
soon become a contradiction in terms . When the Speaker of the House 
argues for the privatization of all spheres, including art, he calls forth a 
world divided between privation and privilege, with no relation between 
them (Blaser in Albany: "T he moral is really about figuring out who's 

This essay was originally presented at "T he Recovery of the Public World: A 
Conference and Poetry Festival in H onour of Robin Blaser, His Poet ry and 
Poetics," held in Vancouver, British Columbia, June 1-4, 1995. [eds.] 
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excluded'). One of the necessary features of the public is that it is beyond, 
or, not to bury it, different from self-interest. The very idea that there might 
be things we need to do in common is being denigrated in this latest turn 
to the right . 

It's important to remember that sevenry percent of people on welfare 
are children. In California and now elsewhere in the U.S., voters have made 
clear their opposition to the very premise of public education: "Yes, we 
want to educate our own children. But why should we educate all those 
otherchildren?" Increasingly, the public realm is considered to be the place 
for people who cannot afford to escape it. It is the poor who live in public 
housing, attend public schools, and take public transportation . The street 
is one of the only places left to find real civiliry. There you have to pay 
attention to your relation to other people . If you have money and are white , 
you move as far away from public space as you can. If you are poor and 
black, you move toward the only public institutions that are still being 
enthusiastically funded: the correctional ones. 

Gingrich and Co. want private parts to be publicly regulated, but they 
want public welfare to be privatized. They are also busy cracking down on 
"the cul rural eli re" and all its unholy activities. In lieu of Michael Feingold' s 
modest proposal in The Village Voice that U.S. writers and artists apply en 
masse for sanctuary in Switzerland, what are we going to do about it? And 
doing something about it does not mean collapsing art into politics (as in, 
"We have found a superior farm of poetry, politically. All others are 
politically suspect."). Hannah Arendt said that "The conflict between 
politics and art ... cannot and must not be solved." 

The true contrary to the kind of radicalism we find through and 
through Blaser' s work is conservatism, understood as the view that political 
action can improve the human condition only in very minor respects. 
There is a great deal of confusion these days about the meaning oflefr and 
right. And some confusion is understandable when you have a supposedly 
liberal President rushing to cut social programs, strengthen the military, 
and suspend civil liberties in order to root out the radicals. Clinton is ruled 
by relativism, and so cannot recognize relation. 

In the U.S., certainly, the majoriry of people increasingly find them
selves outside of the political arena, and tend to view policies as only a 
means to private happiness . In Arendt's terms, the distinction between 
public and private has been lost with the rise of societal management of 
individuals' private interests. This is the ultimate triumph of the consumer 
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state. In light of this, what can "community" mean? In The Inoperative 
Community, Jean-Luc Nancy writes: "The political is the place where 
community as such is brought into play .... 'Left' means, at the very least, 
that the political, as such, is receptive to what is at stake in community. (On 
the other hand , 'right ' means , at least, that the political is merely in charge 
of order and administration.), " and asks, "How can we be receptive to the 
meaningof our multiple, dispersed, mortally fragmented existences, which 
nonetheless only make sense by existing in common?" ( translation by Peter 
Connor) . Nancy argues that community can be defined through the 
political nature of its resistance against immanent power. 

Approaching The Holy Forest, I think it is also important to take Rodney 
King 's question as a real one . Can we all get along? In other words, can we 
and do we really want to recover the public world? 

And being receptive to what is at stake , what then is required? 

One of the several narratives in the The Holy Forestis that of the gradual 
understanding of community . And what drives that narrative is the 
operational language of the relational. Logical relations connect thoughts , 
but real relations are encountered in reality. Blaser has always insisted on 
a poetics of the real "The Language is not a consciousness of ourselves, but 
rather an inherence in the world. " This refusal to retreat from the world is 
the ethos of The Holy Forest. 

What world? "One that is not reductively simply ourselves." That 
means the political and social world. It means getting outside. And 
informing the political questions at every turn is the problem laid out by 
Dante in De Monarchia of''the lack of conversation between the discourses 
of the political and the sacred. " What makes Blaser' s work a necessity at this 
point in time is its further insistence on cosmology- "the correlation of 
subjects to each other, " the study of the between. Poetry , for Blaser, must 
be l<OCJµonowCJ: world-making-embracing the world, its contingency , 
necessity, and eternity. 

One of the first things that someone from a less radical position notices 
about The Holy Forestis that its focus on relations abjures absolutes. Where 
does it stop, this web of relations? It doesn 't stop. Even in death , it 
continues. Well, what is to keep order then? If you live outside the law, you 
must be honest. If you live without absolutes you must be certain in 
relations. To counter the ubiquitous arrogance of humanism and scientism, 
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Blaser puts the discourses of art and the sacred back together. When Blaser 
says that the business of poetry is cosmology, he is speaking of a world order 
to counter the New World Order. 

As Avita! Ronell says, "The death of God has left us with a lot of 
appliances." The question of technology has certainly grown more insis
tent since Nietzsche. Listening to the radio the other day, I heard that the 
Emergency Broadcasting System will now interrupt regular programming 
"in the event of a natural, civil, or technological disaster." Blaser has said 
'Technology is ... with its mesmerizing intelligence, the human will 
projected without measure of the care of relation with the world." He calls 
technology "our most powerful current belief system" and "an ultimate 
humanism." "Technology, in which we currently put our faith , 'aspires to 
substitute a universe of machinery for the real reality,' as Oct avio Paz has 
argued, hiding the human will that is its secret ." Avita! Rone!! writes in 
Finitude s Score: 

The historical event we call the death of God is inscribed 
within the last metaphysical spasm of our history as it 
continues to be interrogated by the question of technol
ogy. The event of the death of God, which dispersed and 
channeled the sacred according to altogether new proto
cols, is circuited through much of technology , occasion
ally giving rise to electric shocks. I am referring to God 
because, despite everything, He in part was the guarantor 
of absolute representability and the luminous truth of 
transparency. In an era of constitutive opaqueness
there is no transcendental light shining upon us; we dwell 
in the shadows of mediation and withdrawal; there will 
be no revelation, can be no manifestation as such
things have to be tuned in, adjusted, subjected to double 
takes and are dominated by amnesia. Without recourse to 
any dialectic or incarnation , something however beams 
through, as though the interruption itself were the thing 
to watch. 

Blaser echoes Lucretius and Vico to say, "You needn't fear the gods, 
they' re simply between things. " This is gnostic. And "the gods disappeared 
because they are real." 
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Rone!! says, "As long as there is something like experience, it is not 
entirely mine." Humanistic relativism and skepticism ultimately deny 
experience, and this is destructive of the public world . They also deny 
relation. In his "displacement of skepticism, " Blaser proposes Hannah 
Arendt 's "vital relation between public and private worlds of men and 
women-a fundamental happiness, if truly alive." This is what Arendt 
called the "lost treasure" of the revolutionary tradition: the "public 
happiness " of engaging in free political action with others . To Arendt, the 
true point of revolution is to engage in such action and form a new body 
politic to perpetuate it. 

Speaking of "the question of politics in America " Rone!! says, "Owing 
to the teletopies created by television when it maps political sites, we no 
longer know where to locate the polis, much less 'home'." 

When he spoke at SUNY Albany, Blaser said he often imagines himself 
as Penelope at home, "holding meaning as harmony, " weaving and 
unweaving the shroud. We remember that Penelope was described as 
having "a web over her face." And we remember that "order" is from the 
Latin ordo, which was originally a row of threads in a loom. The ordinary. 
Blaser said, "I've been waiting for ten years for that goddamn Odysseus to 

get home. " 
And the sign at the entrance to The Holy Forest says, "The whole thing: 

just trying to be at home. That 's the plot." A plot so radical, we can barely 
glimpse it for the trees. If this is" alien exotica," the rest of us have all drifted 
way too far from home. 
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Charles Cantalupo 

"why the cultural revolution is so important today" 

AmiriBaraka, Wise, Whys, Y'.r(Chicago:ThirdWorldPress , 1995). Conversations 
with Amiri Baraka, ed. Charlie Reilly Qackson: University Press of Mississippi, 
1994). Kamau Brathwaite, Barabajan Poems (Kingston & New York: Savacou 
North, 1994). Disembodied Poetics: Annals of the j ack Kerouac School (Albuquer
que: University of New Mexico Press, 1994). 

This journal's third issue began with an (ins)urgent "imperative": 

begin to think about the political insufficiencies of resis
tance to representation in structuralist and post-structur-
alist theory and method, as well as in the poetics they 
influence. Poetry and thinking must constantly take 
immoderate risks, and . . . not . . . only risks of form. . . . 
poetry must put at risk ... the complacencies of poets 
themselves. 

How can "the new (the really new)," in T. S. Eliot's phrase, poet survey 
the spate of diverse, frequently balkanized (the newly dead bring this dead 
metaphor back to life) contemporary poetry anthologies published in the 
last ten years and not find , like Jed Rasula in the Summer 199 5 American 
Literary History, "Perpetuation of the familiar"? It can seem, as Rasula also 
contends, "every bit as pervasive in the purportedl y highbrow world of the 
poetry anthology as it is in the lowbrow one of sitcom." Reasons to explain 
such "perpetuation " - "work without hope " and "soul killing issue" in 
Christina and Dante Rossetti 's respective phrases - can be even more 
"fami liar": the multiplication of creative writing programs, allegations of 
their abiogenesis and translation of gradus ad Parnassum into the rap-like 
MFA/AWP/APR; ideology, non-ideology, their epithets and their inevi
table cannibalisms; New York publishers; ego; irresistible temptations to 
transform a poetics into the nexus and to forget a similarly irresistible 
warning, in this case Hobbes 's, for all books: "Yet still the object is one 
thing , the image or fancy is another"; late capitalism; fin de siecle, fin de 
millenaire. Among "the complacencies of poets themselves," even to "call 
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into question the form or process of a poem ... does not really endanger 
anything in the current political state, " although not at least to question is 
to don its ugliest uniform and ultimately to serve-and/or fiddle away
silence without history . In the first and most lucid "essay" in Disembodied 
Poetics, Amiri Baraka says, 

Content is always principal. So if you' re talking about 
another way that you wane to fiddle with the language, 
it 's perfectly all right. But at the same time the content has 
to be dealt with . ... If you're not talking about the 
question of content, what are you saying? ... as poets, 
we ' re in love with language , we wane to use language, you 
know , to express life, to express the need for change . But 
finally, what is it that you're saying? And that to me 
always remains important . 

"The new (the really new)" poet is, as Thelonius Monk said about jazz, 
"about freedom, beyond that it gets complicated." Yet new books of poetry 
by Baraka and Kamau Brathwaite embody such freedom. The aim of 
Annals of the Jack Kerouac School- explicitly concerned with "the theory 
and technique of making something out of words " - is to set forth "not 
a poetics but many poetics": "disembodi ed," according to the editors, 
because "Each essay . .. is ... a spoken poetics revisited. " It begins as a 
lecture, spontaneous remarks, an interview, a letter , or a meeting , but 
comes "alive for a second time - this time on the printed page. " "Beyond 
that ," however , Monk's judgment still applies. 

"Beyond " yet before any revolutions of "freedom " in jazz or poetry is 
a less concentrated but surely more "complicated" record of "the content, " 
"the object " or life: history. In the last of twenty-five interviews from 1960 
to 1993, collected in Conversations with Amiri Baraka, the djali or grior of 
Africa America, that is, a "new (really new)" poet of all of America, reveals 
some of the history or poetics around his own notes of"freedom " as found, 
for instance , in his new book of poetry, Wise, Whys, Ys: self-described as 
"the history/life like an ongoing-off coming tale, " in which he presents forty 
poems , each to be reinforced with pieces of traditional African American 
(American) music ranging from African origins to American spirituals and 
also covering the twentieth-century. Having ridden a "railroad of African 
bones " across the bottom of the Atlantic to arrive in America, Baraka 
reflects on the process of his reconnection: 
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I don't think you can deal with jazz unless you have some 
feeling for the blues. Without the blues, jazz is a music 
wit hout memory- it has no national identity . .. . The 
blues is definitel y the connection . .. "to the way we been 
and the way we'z now." 

"Memory," too , might easily be counted among "the complacencies of 
poets ," unless this mother of muses allows a poet the freedom to represent 
her not with a blimpish kind of homage but , as do the U rhobo people of 
the Delta area in Nig eria, with a thread. Yet without this thread, the blues, 
a history , content, memory, "national identity," "the object," what is 
"freedom ," particularly for "the new (the really new)" poet? Or, in the 
words of Marlow in Heart of Darkness when he saw a thread tied around 
the neck of an innocent dying laborer at his feet, 

Why? Where did he get it? Was it a badge- an ornament 
- a charm - a propitiatory act? Was there any idea at 
all connected with it? It looked startling round his black 
neck, this white bit of thread from beyond the seas. 

"Vanity of vanities ," as traditionally translated , but more simply in the 
Hebrew , "hevel," meaning mist or a shadow and illusion , yet complacency 
of"complacencies," "all" is complacency "and there is nothing new under 
the sun," says the poet, except for the "freedo m" and the thre ad. 

Such knowledge, according to the co-directors of the N aropa Institute' s 
writing program, Anne Waldman and Andrew Schelling, and most of its 
"peripatetic faculty" who "gathers, disperses, and gathers again" in the 
summer months under a tent on "high altitude grounds in Boulder, 
Colorado," is the particular treasure of an American "outrider" tradition. 
Its poets and poetics, as well as" countless experiments-socialist , utopian, 
antinomian, countercultural, Fourierist, buccaneer, radical, dissident, 
heretical, underground" -ride faster, farther and better than the beasts of 
passion with their self-titled laws of nature that must be withstood and 
ridden out. Strangely perhaps, their identity is not as easy to find articu
lated persuasively and with significant political or social effect as the 
outriders themselves, unless the reading is Amiri Baraka. Eco-lit and 
ecopoetics, Buddhism, Fourier utopian poetics, enthusiastic directions for 
how to create a multi-decade research project , the preservation and 
proliferation by a discipleship of every utterance by Robert Duncan on 
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poetics, anti-nuclear incantations and Kerouac hagiography are bricks to 
throw when the temple rising from its foundations wants prey for the 
insatiable state, but "the new" poet, at least as vulnerable as ever, must know 
that today 's outriders, notwithstanding their invaluable establishment of 
a safe haven within a war zone, are tomorrow's" complacencies" unless they 
can keep from becoming what, in Baraka ' s words, "we have a nation of': 
"an academic anti-Academy," "a repository of non-facts." As Baraka 
concludes in Wise 31 , "By the end of the 19th century I they cd convert 
the sorrow songs / to Barber Shop / Quartets. " The safe grove of trees, 
akademi' sword origin , cannot outride a faculty ax, much less the chainsaw 
of contemporary culture, without the new djali's basic freedom -

not academic life . . . is principal but creative life, the 
question of human development and evolution . The 
critical, the academic, are secondary aspects, absolutely 
necessary but not to be confused with the making of what 
is, the continuing of life in opposition to death. 

- and thread: 

There is no life in culture, no art or philosoph y separated 
from the whole expression of human life and being on the 
planet . It is the separation that is the first shred of barbed 
wire for the fences at Auschwitz, the more mundane 
versions of southern plantations . 

All is complacenc y, including "the complacencies of poets themselves ," 
embodied and disembodied, without or within any academy, riding out or 
riding in its own or (an)other's power structure, without asking not only 
in the beginning but throughout the annals of any school, "Why [there is] 
poor education, unemployment , no housing, drug panic . .. in .. . cities 
and communities of our world if the universities are full of so many . .. 
geniuses and mountains of ominously profound conclusions?" This is 
"why the cultural revolution is so important today. " Furthermore, "new," 
even "really new" outrider or inrider poets or poetics cannot answer the 
question confidently. 

We're talking bad about "Reagan is an actor," "Bush is 
this," ["C linton is that "] and so on - but if they're 
running our lives, then what does that make us? If all 
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these people are chumps , then what does that make us? 
... A chump's chump's chump's chump. 

Barak.a concludes Wise, Whys, Y'.s-, however , to the tune ofJohn Coltrane's 
'The Wise One, " with another imperative: "Think of Slavery / as / 
Educational! " At the opposite of freedom and at the extreme of 
complacencies, a thread provides "the new" poet with more than confi
dence -

I want to tell 
it 
I want 

it down 

I want its feeling 
centuries of 
what was burning 
in the slave 
mind 

-while Monk is playing "Work. " 
"Complacencies " of any kind cannot "tell," "want " (desire) or risk a 

poem "feeling centuries of what was burning. " The poet of "the really 
new," however, "want[s] to fiddle with the language ... at the same time" 
and "it 's perfectly all right." To "some people [who] worry, " in the words 
of one Barak.a interviewer, about his "changing" "fiddle" and " content" "so 
often" since the late 1950swhen he began, Barakareplies, "I can see people 
worrying. I think they should worry about why they don't ." As Ed Sanders 
writes in the N aropa Annals, "your muse mix shifts through your life." His 
quadrupling the nine to thirty six, and speculating "There might be as 
many as/ a thousandM uses now/ each denoting a type of. . . / Muse Skill," 
however, does not name the muse of trial and error, Experience, who holds 
the real "freedom " and the thread, and who is the midwife between the 
mother and the newborn genre of epic, lyric, blessing, curse ... etc. With 
this muse , to use Baraka's words , "The only constant . . . is in change " to 

"re .. . new." For Barak.a, the change at least includes his own name, 
address, wife, politics, religion, ideology and aesthetics, although opening 
and closing the circle is the "constant" of Newark, New Jersey, where he 
is born and raised, where he returns to live just before the 1967 rebellion 
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and riots, where along "Belmont Avenue in the 1940s and 50s" there are 
"blues and jazz pouring out of the taprooms ," and where now "Hell, 
Belmont Avenue isn't there. There are still the street signs with the old 
name s on chem, but chose old neighborhoods have fallen in the face of 
something called urban renewal. " Merely "co call into question " and 
change "che form or the process of a poem " pales in comparison , especially 
ifi t "actually does not really endanger anything in the current political state 
of chin gs chat warrants immediate endangerment." The example, however , 
of how Baraka' s poetic changes are perceived to endanger all kinds of 
"things chat warrant immediate endangerment " are "constant, " coo. For 
instance, after police had severely beaten and jailed him amidst the 1967 
battles , Baraka recalls chat 

The judge decided co prove I had caused the riots by 
reading from a poem and a speech chat were not even 
publi shed until afterthe riots were over. I objected chat I 
was being cried for possession of two poems, and I was 
right. The verdict was overturned in appeals, but not 
before I was sentenced co three years in jail. ... when they 
cook me to Trenton .. . in the middle of a weekday 
afternoon, they had sirens screaming every inch of the 
... 60 miles .... I recall chat while the trial was in progress , 
I was being driven home .. . and ... I saw the judge and 
prosecutor standing on a corner chatting away in broad 
daylight. I had my driver slow down and toot the horn 
and when they looked up I waved and gave chem a big 
smile. Tell me about justice. 

Baraka also recalls in the Naropa Annals chat "the judge actually read my 
poem in the court .... [when] he kept saying .. . blank . .. I would supply 
the word, 'That 's motherfucker, judge'." 

For Baraka co "fiddle, " "the newness of the langu age has co do with how 
you cake the content chat is most relevant co the time you're in. How you 
cake chat content and shape it . .. . " To be "new (really new)" in the 1960s, 
Baraka feels he has to stop "crying to write .. . like Charles Olson and Allen 
Ginsberg, " whose absence and presence can still dominate at Naropa over 
thirty years lacer. Yee regarding "the Anglo-German Black Mountain 
School," "the Jewish- Ethnic-Bohemian School," and" the New York Poets 
(O 'Hara . .. Koch ... Ashbery ... Merrill , and chose people) ," Baraka is 
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a syncretist; in his words, he "hung out with all of them. " Baraka sees the 
crucial difference between them and himself - marked by his novel, The 
System of Dante's Hell (1967) - in his absolute desire to "shape" the 
"content ... so that it actually becomes a conscious part of the psyche of 
the people." In a 1977 interview he observes, 

The three schools I've mentioned (Black Mountain, 
Ginsberg, New York) were opposed to rhe existent bour
geois/ academic poetry, but their work contained ele
ments that eventually established yet another bourgeois/ 
academic school. They were modern, to be sure - they 
led to a crumbling of old forms. But to a great extent they 
perpetuated the same kind of processes .... I learned from 
these three schools, but at the same time I felt the need to 
develop from them because their concerns weren 't those 
of the masses. 

After Baraka 's forty five books (the present count, at least), should any 
"complacencies of poets" remain? He is even now in his poetry, as he 
remarked in a recent reading, in the process of recovering what surely has 
become the world's greatest complacency of "complacencies, " the Bible, 
especially among those who argue that it should be once again "discov
ered, " when all they could mean by that word , according to "the new (the 
really new)" poet is 

dissed and covered ... . You get covered which means that 
the content which is the truest gets covered up with b.s. 
. . . And the dis of course is to be disrespected, dis
whatever. Which is interesting, because the biggest capi
tal of hell, of Hades, was Dis. But what they can always 
put on you of course is to make you dis-appear. Which is 
always the final dis. 

"To pray " eagerly becomes " to prey." To elude "the final dis" and remain 
"new ... really new" by using the Bible, however, should not be surprising. 
For Baraka, "When we grow up around music and oratory- you know , 
preaching - as we all do in the African American community, we can 
recognize cultural utterance as a kind of style." The truth of DuBois' 
observation that race is the most important issue of the twentieth century 
makes the struggle for civil rights the most important political and popular 
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movement of the twentieth century. Yet its deepest rhetorical spring or, in 
Blakean terms , its greatest code of art is the rhetoric of the Bible, in Kamau 
Brathwaite 's works in Barabajan Poems, "as much an African culture 
document as it is Jewish history indeed epistemology and Christian 
record. " Similarly in Wise, Why'.r, Y'.r 34, 

Some nights voices 
wd slip out 
the old testament 

The book wd glow 
neon blood red 
in the dark. 

Like drums speaking 
light flash meants. 

Similarly, even in Gikuyu, as Ngugi wa Thiong'o says about his mother 
tongue , the Bible is its most beautiful book. African and Eastern, the Bible 
in Euro-American culture conventionally resembles what in Wise 5 the 
poet hears, "a nigra say, through an alabaster/ mask, 'the first negro / was 
a white man '," and precisely chis recognition has the poet, "the new . . . the 
really new" poet vow "to be I a slave/ no more. " 

Experience - with freedom and thread, as midwife and muse -
delivers the content for the poet to "fiddle " into "shape" and name. Clearly 
it is epic, notwithstanding the lyric coating of Wise, Why'.r, Y'.r forty 
numbered poems or the form oflecture/autobiography/poetic redaction 
which characterizes Brathwaite's Barabajan Poems. Such epic, further
more , restores the traditional - be it African djali, Homeric or Davidian 
- prominence of music within the form. It is surely the other, under rated, 
at least under recognized if not under represented, and more figurative than 
abstract half of twentieth-century poetry. Baraka himself introduces "Why' sf 
Wise" as " a long poem ... like Tolson' s Liberia, WCW' s Paterson, Hughes ' 
Ask Yr Mama ... [and] Olson 's Maxim us." Similarly , Brathwaite ' s Barabajan 
Poems resembles a Waste Land-like, Homeric and/or Joycean odyssey, 
albeit its central territory shifted sixty to ninety degrees west, that is, 
replacing European cultur es for the most part with the Black Atlantic 
world . The writing of twentieth-century epic, nevertheless, remains obvi
ously more subliminal or tacit and discontinuous than its predecessors. 
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Stylistically, at least, it is unable to resolve - although this can be its most 
distinctive and pleasurable quality - the conflict between , in Keatsian 
terms, "Negative Capability" and "palpable design." Keats writes, "We 
hate poetry that has a palpable design on us," but all epic - all poetry, 
according to postmodern theory - must have it. Keats, of course, 
privileges (even typographically), as do most writers in the NaropaAnnals, 
"Negative Capability ," when a reader/listener "is capable of being in 
uncertainties, mysteries, doubts without any irritable reaching after fact 
and reason." Epic, however, especially in the twentieth-century, positively 
covets the "palpable design" which lyric dismisses with the retort of 
"Negative Capability." 

Will epic in the twenty-first century, by poets like Baraka, with the 
publication of his present in-performance-only piece, Funk Lore: Black 
History Music, or Brathwaite, as he continues to recast seemingly his entire 
oeuvre in the fire of ever new content and style like his Helflo On Earth: The 
Rwanda+ Poems, or, ifI may be hopeful, "the new (the really new)" poets 
get "beyond" the embarrassment of "palpable design" by "Negative 
Capability" and shed the lyrical disguise? Some in Naropa 's Annals seem 
to glimpse so. Obviously there is the example of Anne Waldman, whose 
epic-in-progress, IOVIS, reconstitutes, with a kind of Yeatsian epochal 
rhetoric, the process of epic conception, as Kristin Prevallet explains in 
Talisman 13. 

Traditionally, epic poets began by invoking the muses . 
. . . But actually, the muses are merely the offspring of the 
ultimate penetrator of all things, merely the divided 
knowledge of one ultimate and omnipotent meteor of 
male energy, Zeus. "lovis omnia plena " means "All Is Full 
ofJove" ... Zeus rapes the mother of the muses .. . "The 
Rememberer " Mnemosyne . .. words are infiltrated with 
His fluid. 

In Waldman's own word's from the NaropaAnnafs, her epic voice would 
"work to forge a poetics which is close to my mind-grammar and body
mind vibration . ... to be able to crack the code oflanguage" and "to 'take 
on' male energy." Less mystical and more historically site-specific, al
though just as freely wielding her freedom and the thread, Susan Howe 
rearranges the "disembodied" experience within The Narrative of the 
Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowfandson to reveal an epic content 
similarly "to 'take on' male energy": 
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In the first paragraph of the first published narrative 
written by an Anglo-American woman, ostensibly to 
serve as a reminder of God's Providence, guns fire, houses 
burn, a father, mother, and sucking child are killed by 
blows to the head.Two children are carried off alive. Two 
more adults are clubbed to death. Another escapes -
another running along is shot . Indians strip him naked 
then cut his bowels open. Another, venturing out of his 
barn, is quickly dispatched. Three others are murdered 
inside their fortification. The victims are nameless. Speci
ficity is unnecessary in whiplash confrontation. Only 
monotonous enumeration. . . . The author and her 
youngest daughter are wounded by bullets. The author's 
brother-in-law is killed while defending her garrison. 
The author's nephew has his leg broken and is battered to 
death . ... the author's two other children (aged fifteen 
and ten) are pulled away from her sight. 

Wound in the freedom and the thread of the wide variety of twentieth
century epic poetry and, of course, the variety of traditions of previous epic 
poetry, "the new" poet might particularly follow Alice Notley's Naropa 
essay on the way to writing epic. In this, for example, the poet "does not 
really act" but "walks & talks" with everyone "who presumabl y ... [does] 
act ." What might have been considered forever obsolete for the "new" poet, 
a "story" that is "allegory ... is one way in" to epic "for women .... [a]s 
well as for men who are tired of chis century's lyric 'I,' or tired of 
fragmentation, disjunction, literary theory, & hipness ." Plot can be 
broken , yet it can be recombined as in dreams and, one could add, still be 
no more defined than in Poe's definition: "the strengthening of effect." 
Notle y might seem to be returning to "the comp lacencies of poets 
themselves " when she contends that "What a poem says must arise together 
with how it sounds; they must somehow become the same thing ," but she 
adds, 

Think .. . about what poetry is as sound: it is a formalized 
distortion of the sound of speech .. .. Think of the typical 
cadences of the various kinds of modern poetry -
Language poetry , New York Schoo l, New Yorker-type 
poetry, etc.: most are rhythmically understated .... The 
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modern trend is to sound very much (though there are 
many different versions of this) like a person speaking. 
Language poetry, on the other hand , often sound s like a 
mind or voice reading printed matter. But there is the 
possibility of pushing harder at cadence, of using some
thing that sounds made , sounds arbitrary, sounds aggres
sively musical. You choose an artifice, you accentuate it 
as artifice, as music .... Your foot or line should be very 
flexible, & yet all your lines should be similar, so that the 
story will continue to unfold without your getting in its 
way. Yet your line can be as interesting as your story: we 
don 't have to sound like prose any more, poetry 's sound 
doesn't have to be unprepossessing, a story is not neces
sarily quietly told .... 

The recently renewed value set on "performance" in poetry is similarly 
intended to stress that it "is not necessarily quietly told. " Epic, however, is 
bolder than performance and for "the ... really new" poet might be used 
openly again, removing the lyrical veil between "Negative Capability " and 
"palpable design. " 

Perhaps the last great epic poem of the twentieth century, although 
certainly the boldest performance ever of epic on the page, Kamau 
Brathwaite's Barabajan Poems is an 8" x 11" x l" book of"native language 
... an English that is not standard, imported, educated English, but that 
of the submerged surrealist experience and sensibility ... an English which 
is like a howl , or a shout , or a machine-gun, or the wind or a wave." The 
representation of such a language - one could even say "presentation " in 
its obstetric sense - is through a "Sycorax video style," named after the 
imprisoned witch and mother of Caliban. It appears to synthesize modern 
and postmodern experiments in changing standard or traditional typogra 
phy, orthography , punctuation and diction , while also transforming the 
mere page into akindof"high energy construct," a la Olson, ofa verse field. 
Such changes, furthermore, reflect the more general dialectic and didactic 
sense of the poem itself. If this "style" were only a "risk ... of form" for 
Brathwaite, it could surely be considered among "the complacencies of 
poets," masterful as it might be, but there is much more. For example, at 
a kind of mechanical yet sublime (at least, virtual) level, the text 's "typeset" 
is conventionally attributed to the publisher, "Savacou," yet also to 
"Sycorax," presumably the style itself, as if it had a will of its own that is 
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now , finally, since Prospero ' s hegemony has been recognized to be defused , 
allowed to assert itself. This assertion, nevertheless, historic and romantic 
yet typo-animistic is obviously the work of Brathwaite on his computer 
endlessly resorting to "Font, " "Bold, " "Italic," "Point" and so on, to 
manipulate the volume, rhythm, harmony, melody, tone, continua and 
counterpoint of his text. Its flow, furthermore, is not merely according to 
its didactic and dialectic stops, but indicative again of something more: 
what the poet calls "tidalectics, which is dialectics with my difference .. . 
the movement of water backwards and forwards, as a kind of cyclic motion, 
rather than linear. " "T he new (the really new)" poet 's insinuation of "my 
difference " must go further, too. It depends, for example, on his guiding 
principal , the "Sycorax video style" of which I can only approximate, of 

nam 
at moments of times of crisis, man goes into implosion, disguise, defence, maroon 

profile, an alteration of consciousness - nam 

by nam I mean grit sand pebble seed safe secret 
- unquestioned not necessarily visible -

out of which the strength comes, where the heart of the culture resides in its uttamess 
where it cannot any longer be destroyed 

Largely deriving from Brathwaite 's "Sycorax video style," "tidalectics" and 
"nam ," which together "shape " a text of remarkably comprehensive 
"Negative Capability," the freedom and the thread of Barabajan Poems 
slowly but inscrutably reveals its "palpable design." It begins as a response, 
literally, to an invitation 

... by the Governor of the Central Bank 
of Barbados to deliver on 

2 December 1987 
the twelfth Sir Winston Scott Memorial Lecture 

(Sir Winston being Barbados ' first native Governor-General) 

in the Frank Collymore Auditorium of the Bank 
(Frank Collymore being the godfather ofBajan & modern Caribb ean 

literature) 

A problem for Brathwaite , however, is 
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Now I had always been told that Bajan had no culture -

and when abroad & asked to 'do' something from 'our culrure', we sheepishly said so or 
no -

certainly no native religious culture - something [i.e. nothing] that tied us 

. . . religjo . . . to Africa -

This is precisely why, for Brathwaite too , "the cultural revolution is so 
important today." Barabajan Poems expands the purported original lecture 
rather as Milton creates twelve books and over ten thousand lines out of 
Genesis ' sketchy first two and a half pages. As to be expected, while the 
present epic 's design is not as "palpable" as the past's (e.g., to "assert Eternal 
Providence , / And justify the ways of God to men "), Brathwaite 's design 
is formidable. It is the recovery of what Baraka would attribute to the legacy 
of the blues and of more: a "nationa l identity" and a credible religion , the 
epic subject if there ever was one. Compared with such an all-out effort , the 
elevation of "ethnopoetics" frequently based on the authority of an 
anthropological study- what is often thought to be "the really new" way 
to diversify contemporary American poetry - sounds like "the 
complacencies of poets themselves " too at home in the "academic anti
academy." Asked by a Caribbean critic, on "14 July .. . what a Revolution
ary date! ... 1971 ," "Are we going to tie the drum of Africa to our tails and 
bay like mad dogs at the Nordic world to which our geography and history 
tie us," Brathwaite responds with Sycorax video style, tidalectics, nam, 
Shakespearean/Jonsonian/Blakean/Joycean/Caribbean word play which 
creates in itself a profound dialect, "the Africa of dreams ," his name change 
from "Edward" to "Kamau" at the hands ofN gugi wa Thiong ' o's mother, 
"enduring jaw: lost pain , lost iron:/ emerging woodwork image of his lost 
hunger ," Bajan Shango, "snaken voice of coral curling its own/ patter/ to 

the sea . .. memory of foam ," yet much more. Out of the flames of the Sinai 
desert, Homeric Tro y, medieval Florence, seventeenth-century London, 
postwar Newark, Mau Mau Kenya, to take only a few examples, yet also 
amidst "no culture, " "the new (the really new)" poet can only be "about 
freedom " and "beyond," the thread and why the cultural revolution is so 
important today . 
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John Palattella 

Dancing in Nietzsche's Grave 

To begin I'll state some of what 's been stated as the obvious about 
information technology and electronic networks over the past two decades, 
from Daniel Bell's well known prognosis of The Coming of Post-Industrial 
Society (1973) to that society's much-heralded arrival in "alternative" 
venues like Mondo 2000and the Electronic Freedom Foundation. Under 
the influence of information technology, a knowledge class composed of 
a highly educated technological and professional elite will supersede a 
manufacturing class composed of drilled or trained unskilled and semi
skilled laborers . Clean high-technology firms producing information 
services will replace smokestack industries that process raw materials and 
manufacture retail goods. Social interaction realized through decentralized 
electronic networks will overcome the alienation produced through ratio
nalized assembly line tasks. A communal post-industrial democratic ethos 
delivered from social hierarchies and inequalities will dispel the anomie of 
a life lived (if you can call it that) under industrial capitalism and the liberal 
welfare state maintained to aid those whom industrial capitalism disen
franchises. No longer the alienated children ofE. T., Marx and Coca-Cola, 
we will join together in a telematic embrace. 

The Electronic Disturbance ( 1994), produced collectively by Critical Art 
Ensemble, draws a hard line stance against cant about the inherent ability 
of network technology and "interactive " media systems to usher in a 
sublime realm of electronic freedom. 1 Critical Art Ensemble does not 
assume that information technology enables individuals to communicate 
as equal participants and partners in a public sphere which is homoge
neous, democratic and thereby benign . Instead, they assert that the current 
regime of economic and social practices that produce such technology is 
pervaded by systemic forms of oppression which define an individual 's 
desire and capacity to participate in a free and open exchange in the 
electronic public sphere . To a certain extent The Electronic Disturbance 
short-circuits the liberal telematic embrace because it coordinates an 
understanding of individual desire and agency with an understanding of 
oppressive power relationships within the information economy that 
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structure interactions between individuals. Yet despite this short-circuit, 
the shock of The Electronic Disturbance is far from enabling of a conscio
nable oppositional stance . Problems arise when one considers how the 
portrayal of a certain kind of oppressive power functions to sanction the 
inviolability of a certain kind of resistance. Critical Art Ensemble endorses 
a form of resistance to an "information economy " that is less a revival of 
Luddite protest than an espousal of parlour nihilism, less an enraged 
response to the degradation and destruction justified daily under the sign 
of technological advance than a display of theoretical dandyism that 
advances the privilege of oppositional intellectuals within an information 
economy, less the fomenting of protest than the flourishing of plagiarism. 
Critical Art Ensemble's The Electronic Disturbance appears in the "New 
Autonomy Series" published by Autonomedia, which also distributes 
Semiotext(e) Books, a press perhaps most well-known for publishing much 
of French theoretician Jean Baudrillard's work. The most disturbing 
element of The Electronic Disturbance is the idea of autonomy advanced by 
Critical Art Ensemble , and it is very much the progeny of Baudrillard ' s 
trendy quietism, for it results from the tenets of textual resistance settling 
into a disaffected theoretical consciousness, a closed-circuit that operates 
disencumbered of the urgings of conscience and the obligations of justice. 

Critical Art Ensemble uses the concept "late capitalism" to designate 
the specific combination of historical circumstances through which an 
administered instrumental reason has gained and maintained dominance 
over the various institutional forms of relationship between individuals. 
This concept is the hinge of the book's seven chapters, which traverse such 
pivotal issues as the questionable ethnographic basis of documentary 
video-making, the relation between hypertext and plagiarism, the ambigu
ous role of hackers in virtual reality, and an information society's 
reconfiguration of time 's ontological dimensions. According to the chapter 
"U topian Plagiarism, Hypertextuality, and Electronic Cultural Produc
tion ," "late capitalism" defines a 

society with a complex division oflabor [which] requires 
a rationalization of institutional processes, a situation 
which in turn robs the individual of a way to share 
nonrational experience. Unlike societies with a simple 
division oflabor, in which the experience of one member 
closely resembles the experience of another (minimal 
alienation), under a complex division of labor , the life 
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experience of the individual turned specialist holds little 
in common with other specialists. Consequently, com
munication exists primarily as an instrumental function. 
(87-88) 

This use of the concept oflate capitalism is fast and loose. It doesn't involve 
itself in debates concerning the historicity of the shift in the global 
dominance of capital that the concept is supposed to reference. Herbert 
Schiller and Alex Callinicos, for instance, argue (albeit from different 
grounds) that the development of high-tech information industries does 
not manifest an epochal change in the economic organization of social and 
cultural life; instead, they explain that since the pathological upper-middle 
and upper class prosperity of the Reagan and Bush era of the 1980 's, we 
have been experiencing an unprecedented transformation in the patterns 
of productive efficiency originally designed to manage the brutal economic 
and social instabilities that rocked capitalist economies before the historic 
anomaly of American post-war prosperity, which ended with the world
wide recession following the 1973 oil crisis.2 Relatedly, Critical Art 
Ensemble doesn 't scrutinize the reductive, obfuscatory manner in which 
the term "late capitalism " is often used to conceptualize social relationships 
and cultural phenomena correlated to this supposed shift into a global 
system of production. 

Despite these serious shortcomings, Critical Art Ensemble's use of the 
concept "late capitalism " is laudable for several reasons. First, it indicates 
that they believe in the possibility and necessity of transforming the 
historical circumstances in which people attempt to act, even if the latent 
Hegelianism of the Ensemble's history is forcing chem to hope that History 
will change in spite of itself: capitalism 's demise is late because it's still 
around, but it's demise is still on time because it 's late. Granted, the cask 
of transformation is formidable , for as the chapter "Fragments on the 
Problem of Time" suggests, the power of present-day economic institu
tions situates itself in different historical zones, all of which require 
different strategies of transformation because of the divergent kinds of 
repressive power that institutions have produced in them. This structural 
fragmentation of time into simultaneous and contradictory time zones is 
due to the fact chat corporate power has used information technology to 
shed itself of as much sedentary baggage as possible in order to locate itself 
nomadically in a decentralized manner in different social spaces. The 
nomadic elite embodies the ultimate corporation, power utterly disem-
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bodied, always a ghost of its former self [sic]. Microsoft, for instance, exists 
in Redmond, Washington, where its corporate headquarters are located, 
and Malaysia, where it purchases cd' s and hardware produced by sweat
shop labor. Microsoft simultaneously surfs the cutting edge of cyberspace 
to make the future now and engages in exploitative labor practices typical 
of 19th century economic imperialism. 

Second, the use of the concept "late capitalism " is laudable because it 
indicates that, for Critical Art Ensemble, considering the economic means 
of production is fundamental to a critical understanding of the ideological 
formation of electronic communication networks. Far from naturally 
promising the development of a democratic polis through its coordination 
of numerous individuals immersing themselves in the "free-flow" of 
information, a decentralized network currently enables the dispersal of a 
nearly unassailable authoritarian "nomadic power" that prizes a utilitarian 
rationalization of social relations between individuals . I would want to add 
to Critical Art Ensemble's understanding of "late capitalism" the sugges
tion that if the nomadic elite's utilitarian network rules by a principle of 
government, it rules by tyranny: it is power that does not feel obliged to give 
an account of its legitimacy because it does not consider itselflegitimated 
by those it governs. 

The history of"nomadic power" that Critical Art Ensemble formulates 
is not without problems, though, because it cuts in two contradictory 
directions, towards cont em po rary history and historical totality. Nomadic 
power is "a diffuse power field without location, and a fixed sight machine 
appearing as spectacle. The former privilege allows for the appearance of 
global economy, while the latter acts as a garrison in various territories, 
maintaining the order of the commodity with an ideology specific to the 
given area" (15). Yet the ability of nomadic power to perfect an efficient 
instrument of domination is not limited to the conditions oflate capital
ism. In "Nomadic Power and Cultural Resistance," the origin of a nomadic 
elite, or a small social class which shapes existence to suit the interests of its 
power, is traced back to Herodotus's account of the Scythians in his Persian 
Wars. 

The homeland of the Scythians on the northern Black 
Sea was inhospitable both climatically and geographi
cally, but resisted colonization less for these natural 
reasons than because there was no economic or military 
means bywhich to colonize or subjugate it. With no fixed 
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cities or territories, chis "wandering horde" could never 
really be located. Consequently, they could never be put 
on the defensive and conquered .... This archaic model 
of power distribution and predatory strategy has been 
reinvented by the power elite oflate capital for much the 
same ends . (14, 15) 

Remarkably, a consideration of how social classes and economic institu
tions attain dominance in the current capitalise social order becomes a 
portrait of the dominant tendencies of a whole historical tradition, 
originating in the "cradle of civilization" itself: the domin ance of lace 
capitalism's instrumental reason manifests a transhistorical tendency of 
Western reason to dominate persons and nature alike. The reduction of 
current circumstances into the function of historical inevitability is also the 
rhetorical calculus of the book , which consists of paired extracts from and 
adaptations of the works of male philosophers and poets of the Western 
tradition beginning with Plato and ending with Marcin Heidegger. These 
pairings appear in groups of two or three between each chapter, and are 
meant "co show intertexrual relationships between seemingly disparate 
systems of thought that have now been recombined into a working body 
of 'knowledge ' under the sign of technology " (3). Following "Fragments 
on the Problems of Time" is a passage from Friedrich Nietzsche 's Birth of 
Tragedy (1872) accompanied by a Critical Art Ensemble response: 

even when chis dream reality is most intense, we still have, 
glimmering through it, the sensation that it is mere 
appearance 

even when this virtual reality is most intense, we still have, 
glimmering through it, the sensation that it is mere appear
ance. (126) 

Following the introduction, "The Virtual Condition," are more quota
tions and responses, including one from St. Augustine's City ofGod(4 l3): 

There are many reprobate mingled with the good, and 
both are gathered together by the gospel as in a dragnet; 
and in chis world, as in a sea, both swim enclosed without 
distinction in the net. 
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There are many reprobate mingled with the good, and both 
are gathered together in the data base as in a dragnet; and in 
this world, as in a sea, both swim enclosed without distinc
tion in the electronic net. (7) 

While these responses may be intriguing, the ineluctable historical conti
nuity which glimmers through them blatantly contradicts the argument in 
"Fragments on the Problem of Time, " which insists that under the sign of 
information technology different historical time zones cannot be under
stood as manifesting the even development of a timeless will to power. A 
definitive history of the origin and inevitable development of nomadic 
power subsumes a genealogical investigation of its occurrence within 
contemporary socio-economic conditions. This history is intimidating 
because it acknowledges the ability of nomadic power to recuperate itself 
throughout time, and it is certainly not nostalgic, for it implies that 
Romantic anticapitalism, or a challenge of capitalist conditions sanctioned 
by an idealized precapitalist past, is a moribund affair because capitalism 
is merely the most recent manifestation of an invincible will to power that 
has always dominated a tragic world. 

Coordinating Critical Art Ensemble's two contradictory histories of 
nomadic power is crucial for understanding the type of social and cultural 
transformation that they advocate throughout The Electronic Disturbance. 
These histories provide an alibi for capitalism that simultaneously justifies 
Critical Art Ensemble's opposition to it: existing suffering is "Western," 
not specifically capitalist in origin, and suffering can be alleviated and a 
good life realized simply by recuperating the non-rational aesthetic expe
riences that Western thought has always squelched. For Critical Art 
Ensemble we live in desperate times because nomadic power has main
tained monolithic proportions through a relentless power of recuperation 
and an implacable logic of sumptuary rational values. It represents what 
Georges Bataille calls in The Accursed Share (trans. 1988) a "restrictive 
economy," a system of production and consumption in which nothing is 
lost and wasted. Resources are spent only to make a profit, to gain a return 
on investment. Production is valued only if it is scaled to the rationalized 
coordination of repetitive tasks designed to reduce waste and maximize 
profit. As Critical Art Ensemble points out in "Utopian Plagiarism, 
Hypertextuality, and Electronic Cultural Production," this economy has 
recently been perfected in the "Japanese notion of 'just in time delivery,' 
in which the units of assembly are delivered to the assembly line just as they 
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are called for, [and which] was a first step in streamlining the tasks of 
assembly. In such a system, there is no sedentary capital, but a constantf low 
of raw commodities. The assembled commodity is delivered to the 
distributor precisely at the moment of consumer need. The nomadic 
system eliminates stockpiles of goods" (96) . To extricate consciousness 
from this restrictive economy Critical Art Ensemble advocates a resistant 
aesthetic of play which taps into semiotic excess, waste, and discharge ; play 
channels the nonutilizable flow of what Bataille called a "general economy. "3 

Critical Art Ensemble's idea of play, or electronic disturbance , means chat: 

The text itself is fluid-although the language game of 
ideology can provide the illusion of stability, creating 
blockage by manipulating the unacknowledged assump
tions of everyday life. Consequently, one of the main 
goals of the plagiarist is to restore the dynamic and 
unstable drift of meaning, by appropriating and recom
bining fragments of culture. (86) 

In "Video and Resistance : Against Documentaries," Critical Arc Ensem ble 
advocates the production of "associational videos," or videos which 
structurally invite various interpretations of their meanings , to counteract 
mainstream documentary realism and Hollywood narrative, which under 
the auspices of narrative continuity and scientific objectivity produce an 
icon above critical examination. 

The associational video is by its very nature recombinant. 
It assembles and reassembles fragmented cultural images, 
letting the meanings they generate wander unbounded 
through the grid of cultural possibility. It is chis nomadic 
quality chat distinguishes chem from the rigidly bounded 
recombinant films of Hollywood .... For the purposes of 
resistance, the recombinant video offers no resolution; 
rather, it acts as a data base for cheviewerco makeh/is [sic] 
own inferences. (52) 

This idea of play, indeterminacy and heterogeneity-or what is invoked 
throughout the book as the "wager"-is a problem because it is neither 
defined nor justified as socially meaningful or truthful. The dynamic and 
unstable drift of meaning is celebrated as something irreducible, yet 
Critical Art Ensemble does not provide any convincing reasons for why one 
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should value and protect this indeterminacy. Instead, they defer by default 
to a reader 's implicit understanding of why such a phenomena is valuable. 
Indeed, considering Critical Art Ensemble's history of nomadic power , I 
wonder how play and indeterminacy can be produced and valued at all. In 
light of the omnipre sence and resilience of nomadic power 's restrictive 
economy , how does the transformation of a restrictive into a general 
economy occur as something other than the ruse of a restrictive economy's 
power? The power and effect of critique is hard to justify theoretically 
under such circumstances. And if the existence of a general economy is not 
a ruse of nomadic power, from where or what does the general economy 
of the "electronic disturbance " derive its capaciry to be fluid and indeter 
minat e? Bacaille's work suggests chat a bodily exuberance manifests the 
positive force of a general economy, and he traces this exuberance through 
the expenditure of surplus energy in death, eating , shitting, and sexual acts. 
To suggest as an answer to these conundrums that the associational text is 
flush with Freedom is to beg the question, for texts do not simply mandate 
their existence, nor can they designate Freedom with such finality. And beg 
the question is exaccly what Critical Art Ensemble does when they remark 
that intrinsic to texts are indeterminate, unbounded meanings; "the text 
itself is fluid ," and in and of itself liberating. On such terms , channel 
surfing between Sunda y morning religious right cable programs would 
demonstrate resistance since surfing channels a fluid narrative and thereby 
restores "an unstable drift of meaning. " If this example seems ludicrous or 
bathetic , it is only because it reaffirms the viability of Critical Art 
Ensemble 's exclusively formalist definition of the radical wager 's transfor
mative capacities , which in commending a poetics of indeterminacy 
downplays how play might occur in various and contradictory social and 
cultural circumstances. This poetics of indeterminacy is a fundamental 
element of a counter-ontology chat creates a mirror image of a restrictive 
econom y-as opposed to shattering it-through stressing an aesthetics of 
heterogeneity over homogeneity , waste over utility, incommensurability 
over systematicity , risk over equipoise, play over purpose.Just as "there is 
no sedentary capital, but a constant flow of raw commodities," there is no 
sedentary meaning , but a constant flow of fragmented cultural images. 

This acute preoccupation with the fluid forms of visual and written 
texts is incumbent upon the idea that political change must be achieved 
incrementally through the dissemination of a fluid aesthetics because the 
nomadic institutions that tyrannically govern our lives cannot be contested 
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otherwise, let alone dismantled and replaced. 4 In turn, the fetishization of 
textual play as the only means of resistance to nomadic power is a top-down 
approach to social transformation built upon contempt for the masses, a 
group comprised of workers who are not intellectuals and intellectuals who 
are not "cultural workers. " In the chapter "Nomadic Power and Cultural 
Resistance," various "narratives " of resistance are surveyed and dismissed 
for being anachronistic , and one of those "narratives" is "the labor 
movement-i.e ., the belief that the key to resistance is to have an organized 
body of workers stop production. Like revolution, the idea of the union has 
been shattered, and perhaps never existed in everyday life. The ubiquity of 
broken strikes, give-backs, and lay-offs attests that what is called a union 
is no more than a labor bureaucracy. The fragmentation of the world
intonations, regions, first and third worlds, etc., as a means of discipline by 
nomadic power-has anachronized national labor movements " (21) . 
While melancholic remarks about the waning of organized labor 's power 
during the last decade are troubling but not altogether unwarranted in the 
context of unchallenged wide-scale corporate and governmental 
"downsizing " and "restructuring, " such outright indifference and igno 
rance, bolstered by a surfeit of reductive analysis about the status of labor 
in a globalized economy, is unconscionable. Poland's Solidarity movement 
is not mentioned in The Electronic Disturbance even as simulacra, or an 
image divorced from all content or reference, a portrayal of labor not 
inappropriate to the book 's discussion of a nomadic elite that thrives 
because it lacks a central or consistent point of reference. Remarkably, it is 
as though Solidarity never even existed. More remarkable still, nothing 
which is unequivocally or identifiably radical can exist according to Critical 
Art Ensemble's restrictive definitions of resistance. Radicalism persists 
precisely in terms of a movement toward the lack of existence , not the 
transformation of it. The prominence accorded by Critical Art Ensemble 
to signifying" economies " over economic relations makes them the lackeys 
of postmodern intellectuals like Baudrillard, who insists that capitalism no 
longer organizes itself around the control of labor but instead around the 
manipulation of social representation. "We know that now it is on the level 
of reproduction (fashion, media, publicity, information and communica
tion networks), on the level of what Marx negligently called the nonessen
tial sectors of capital (we can hereby take stock of the irony of history), that 
is to say in the sphere of simulacra and of the code, that the global process 
of capital is founded. "5 This knowledge, in turn, precipitates a concentra
tion of social protest in exclusively aesthetic terms. 
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However, a disregard for economic relations accompanied by a cynical 
dismissal of labor movements is itself anachronistic if one considers 
(whether or not one takes stock in the irony of history) that the large-scale 
revival of nineteenth century sweatshop practices in the manufacture of the 
electronic components of communications networks in those jewels of the 
Pacific Rim economy, Silicon Valley, Malaysia, and Hong Kong, makes 
the need for organized labor all the more imperative. 6 Granted, the 
existence of NAFTA virtually guarantees that the US government will 
endorse exploitative labor practices in North America, especially Mexico . 
And as Critical Art Ensemble points out, the mobility and flexibility of 
capital seriously impedes the long-term effect that a labor movement could 
have on the organization of production. Yet simultaneously to valorize the 
liberating potential of linguistic play and consign labor movements
ooops, narratives-and the social transformations that they have imagined 
and sometimes achieved to the slagheap of history is to acquiesce to and 
endorse the exploitative practices of a nomadic capitalist elite. ("Slagheap 
of history" is a paradox meant to traverse the fault of Critical Art 
Ensemble 's history, crediting labor unions with having a historical vitality 
of which Critical Art Ensemble thinks they are undeserving, since they 
"perhaps never existed in everyday life.") In this context, free play is a 
derivation of the vitality of the tyrannical power it evades. Thus, it would 
misconstrue the complacency of their counter-ontology to say, as critics 
sometime do of the gaming imperative in the work of postmodernist 
theorists like Jean-Franc,:ois Lyotard and Baudrillard, that Critical Art 
Ensemble plays the fiddle while Rome burns. Rather, they play second 
fiddle to a burnished Rome . 

Moreover, contempt for labor movements functions to create an 
opportunity for the nom adic intellectual elite to claim squatters ' rights to 
the upper reaches of culture , where the style of disturbance is designed and 
whence its electronic scrim is disseminated . "Since it is unlikely, " Critical 
Art Ensemble claims, "that scientific or techno-workers will generate a 
theory of electronic disturbance, artists-activists (as well as other concerned 
groups) have been left with the responsibility to help provide a critical 
discourse on just what is at stake in the development of this new frontier" 
(26-27). Reasons for the inability of scientific or techno-workers to engage 
in disturbance are not offered, but considering Critical Art Ensemble's 
blatant dismissal of the possibility that high-tech laborers possess any 
degree of positive agency within the social structure, one can assume that 
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the hands of techno-workers are tied by the global electronic net in which 
they work and which the nomadic capitalist elite dominates . As in Max 
Horkheimer's and Theodor Adorno's Dialectic of Enlightenment (1944), 
intellectuals are structurally separate from the working class, which is 
systematically incorporated into capitalism 's culture industry, and trans
formed into a lump of passive and isolated consumers. The playful 
demonstrations against the existing order that The Electronic Disturbance 
advocates are intended more to prove the nomadic intellectual's indepen
dence , purity, and critical distance than to address seriously the transfor
mation of that order and her/his complicity with or involvement in it. 
"Although the resistant technocratic class can provide the imagination for 
the hardware and programming, resistant cultural workers are responsible 
for providing the sensibility necessary for popular support" (125), suppos
edly because resistant cultural workers, by virtue of being artists or critical 
theorists, are immune to the tawdry forms of rationalized production. On 
these terms, "cultural workers" occupy the reactionary role of ideological 
patron for everyone else subjugated to the nomadic elite's information 
economy. 

Critical Art Ensemble is addressing complex social and cultural issues, 
and like them I think one relinquishes a claim to writing if one thinks that 
it can either escape or partition itselfoff from these problems . (The disgust 
that infuses some of their remarks about the problems of an information 
economy indicates to me the serious extent to which they have pondered 
the problems.) Yet to claim that postmodernized cultural workers and a 
poetics of indeterminac y in and of themselves can effectively surmount 
these problems simultaneously rarefies and trivializes the ability of writing 
to descry social and cultural problems, in addition to belittling the ability 
of"everyone else" to address them. Writing is invested with a commitment 
to political struggle and change that it cannot but fail to achieve. The basis 
of such a claim is the primarily optimistic belief in the historical vitality and 
necessity of redemption propelled by the dialectical overcoming of contra
dictions. Specifically, Critical Art Ensemble possess an overwhelming trust 
in the ability of high art alone to wrest a hidden fundamental good from 
a temporary manifestation of evil; they trust in nomadic intellectuals to 
deliver the dynamic general economy of the wager from the long-standing 
dominance of a repressive nomadic power elite. Yet due to Critical Art 
Ensemble's singular claims for the social ways in which radical art works, 
and despite their interest in letting "the meanings that texts generate 
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wander unbounded through the grid of cultural possibility ," they ulti
mately attribute a severe instrumental function to the art of dwelling in that 
grid of possibility: the linguistic or electronic disturbance will deliver the 
unenlightened masses from their captivity to nomadic power. On these 
terms, the severity of art 's instrumental function is the product of the 
severity of the nomadic power elite's seemingly insurmountable instru
mental power. If my suggestion that a close relation exists between the 
nomadic elite and nomadic intellectuals seems to derogate intellectuals, 
then consider this: Although The Electronic Disturbanc e diverges from 
Daniel Bell's The Coming of Post-Industrial Society in its portrayal of an 
information economy as tyrannical rather than benevolent, its analysis of 
the class relations which such an economy renders anachronistic serves 
Bell's post-industrial society well, for The Electronic Disturbance positions 
cultural workers as the highly trained and specialized techno-mandarins 
whom Bell predicted would usher in post-industrial society's specialized 
information economy. 

The irony of this similarity results from a curious conjunction of 
interests in The Electronic Disturbance . Poised against a basic Marxist 
account of economic structures of domination is an avant-garde fetishization 
of aesthetic liberation . A monolithic portrait of ways in which an elite exerts 
power through the economic arrangements of late capitalism precipitates 
an aestheticization of the ethical issue of freedom . Freed om from nomadic 
power 's domination is realized through the restoration of the fluid opera
tions of texts, the wager that is opposed to any determinate whole , whether 
it be a political institution or a political philosophy: "one of the main goals 
of the plagiarist is to restore the dynamic and unstable drift of meaning by 
appropriating and recombining fragments of culture " (86). Yet pursued to 
its logical end, would not the premise that all texts are in and of themselves 
primaril y dynamic and unstable undermine the rational stability of Critical 
Art Ensemble 's own theoretical explanation of nomadic power 's historical 
origins and determination, which is what warrants the necessity of the 
wager 's arbitrary value? Another performative contradiction (but not a 
reductio ad absurdum) of the conjunction of Marxist social theory with 
avant-garde aestheticism is that Critical Art Ensemble's engagement with 
politics only serves to isolate the wager from the social conditions of 
politics . If such conditions must be addressed, it is only insofar as it is 
necessary for one to understand the constraints that the wager transcends 
by faithfully restoring a general economy's dynamic and unstable drift of 
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meaning. And it is the nomadic intellectual's presumed purity that 
functions to resolve or mask the contradictions on which the purpose of the 
wager is founded. 

But is Critical Art Ensemble 's abstract wager immune to the social 
conditions of economic rationalization? The trickle-down effect of trans
formation that only the wager promises, and which is the only promise of 
the wager, is not just a sign of intellectual privilege, but is also a ruse of its 
disingenuousness. In "On Some Motifs in Baudelaire " (1939), Walter 
Benjamin attempted to explain the different ways Charles Baudelaire's 
lyric poetry blazoned forth the reactions of workmen to the alienating 
shock of rationalized industrial labor which had escalated during the 
Second Empire . For Benjamin it doesn't matter that Baudelaire didn't 
actually describe industrial labor in his poems: "his most important 
subjects are hardly ever encountered in descriptive form." 7 (I will leave 
aside the complicated, crucial question of why Benjamin 's claim about 
labor precludes a consideration of those laborers , prostitutes, whose 
physical form Baudelaire belabored in his work.) By assuming the palpable 
absence ofimportant subjects from Baudelaire 's poems , Benjamin was able 
not only to seize on Baudelaire 's crisis as a case study of his own crisis about 
addressing the decisive role rationalized production played in the social 
dissolution and concomitant rise of Fascism in Europe between the wars, 
but also to argue that Baudelaire registered industrial labor's shock of 
alienation through his depiction of gamblers attempting " to submerge that 
consciousness that has delivered them to the march of the second-hand" 
(180). My turning to Benjamin's discussion of Baudelaire is a means of 
refusing to acknowledge the credibility of Critical Art Ensemble's wager 
while still addressing a problem that the wager is cast to resolve: how can 
one reclaim a role for writing free of and opposed to the coercion , 
domination , and exploitation endured daily within an information 
economy? 

Benjamin bases h,is reading of Les Fleurs du mal (which hinges on a 
reading of "Le Jeu") on an analysis of the relationship between self
contained repetition in both gambling and the rationalized organiz ation of 
labor. He writes: 

The jolt in the movement of the machine is like the so
called coup in a game of chance . The manipulation of the 
worker at the machine has no connection with the 
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preceding operation for the very reason that it is its exact 
repetition. Since each operation at the machine is just as 
screened off from the preceding one as a coup in a game 
of chance is from the one that preceded it, the drudgery 
of the laborer is, in its own way, a counterpart to the 
drudgery of the gambler. The work of both is equally 
devoid of substance. (177) 

"On Some Motifs in Baudelaire" neither condescends to nor condemns 
gamblers, but rather considers the social function and psychic effects of 
gambling within certain economic conditions . According to Benjamin , the 
wager is far from being a diversion from work, and therefore isolated from 
work , because it replicates the temporal shock and alienation of rational
ized wage labor in a restricted econom y. And what Benjamin insinuated 
Baudelaire tragically braced himself to notice was how Parisian gamblers, 
far from possessing an advantage over a random system, were to a certain 
extent possessed by it. Benjamin undertook a portrait of a tragically noble 
Baudelaire to attempt to recuperate himself from surrealism's failure to 
transform its revolt against consciousness into asocial revolution: Benjamin 's 
Baudelaire sacrifices himself to representing a disintegration of that 
consciousness which Benjamin had anxiously hoped a surrealist practice, 
by maintaining a dialectic of intoxication with mysterious new modes of 
perception, could violently transcend. 8 

The correlation Benjamin establishes between the experiences of time 
produced by rationalized labor and gambling is especially appropriate in 
today's "crisis economy " if one considers how tabloid headlines trump up 
million dollar Lotto, Take Five, Win Four, and Pick Ten Jackpots, as well 
as how the "instant cash" scratch card lottery game has proliferated (in New 
York State alone) through variations such as Grand Slam, Zodiac, Cash 
Roulette , Bingo, Black Jack , Cash Explosion, Lucky 7' s, Instant Slots, Win 
for Life, Mother 's Day, Payday, Loose Change, Pot of Gold , On A Roll , 
and Summer Sports. Displayed in abundantl y stocked dispensers atop cash 
registers in convenience stores and supermarkets, slickly jingled and 
pitched beside matter-of-fact advertisements for temping agencies and job
retraining services in bus shelters and on buses and subways, these "instant 
cash" lottery games, the products of New York State's enforced monopoly 
on gambling, are as imbricated in the crisis economy of daily life and more 
accessible than the slots are in Vegas.9 And what do these lottery games offer 
gamblers but the promise of Critical Art Ensemble 's electronic wager: the 
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chance to share non-rational experience with each other? 
Critical Art Ensemble hankers for "the electronic wager" in hopes of 

defining the ambiguous potential of information technology, of stressing 
its constructive and destructive potential. Hey, you never know. The 
complicity between wage and wager, however, or the fact that each is part 
of an economy structured to produce a profit with the same alienating 
valence, suggests that to attribute an unqualified meritorious value to the 
wager under prevailing socio-economic circumstances is disingenuous. 
(Relatedly, New York State's lotto economy and subculture provide an 
example of a more purely conceptual issue skirted by Critical Art En
semble: that which gets put into play is never absolutely random, unfet
tered and indetermina te, since a wager is possible only from within a strictly 
regulated system of exchange.) I'm not bothered by the wager necessarily, 
but by a definition that attributes to it an inordinate degree of political 
benevolence, as though a wager is never either damaging or the result of 
damage. Critical Art Ensemble's idea of disturbance collaborates in the 
disintegration ofindividual agency in a rationalized economy, and I say this 
not simply to demonstrate the disturbing inadequacy of this particular 
avant-garde wager, but more importantl y to locate it historically . Critical 
Art Ensemble's definition of the wager encompasses an attitude towards 
history, and I've considered how their attitude positions them in history. 

I don 't mean to suggest that the wager is without value. Hardly. The 
wager reassures those intellectuals who work hard at play in their specific 
professional fields, and often without any sure sense that their play works 
to contribute to a recognizable transformation of social conditions , that 
their exertions will somehow instigate a struggle to contest the grubbier 
conditions of existence. If Critical Art Ensemble's wager allows for the 
operations of a nomadic restrictive economy to be addressed , it's not in 
terms of the welter of social inequities and iniquities that a nomadic 
economy sustains; rather , it 's merely to tweak the ontological presupposi
tions of a nomadic economy. The electronic disturbance energizes a 
scintillating intellectual comfort zone. Consider, for instance , Celeste 
Olalquiaga's blurb from the book 's back cover, a hodgepodge of fashion
able oppositional blather: "Transgressive cyberspace interfacing-virtu
ally titillating! " This carefully scripted remark about current bohemian 
hyper-hipness is a far cry from Baudelaire carefully dramatizing his 
bohemian posture by writing in his journal that he was unable to make 
spontaneous movements because he feared tearing clothes already thread-
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bare (and because he was weakened and wasted from vampire women who 
had sucked him dry). And it chimes nicely with the sales pitches for high
tech consumerism that have comprised the editorial line of Mondo 2000. 
Mondo 2000: A User's Guide to the New Edge, for instance , boasts a 
Shopping Mall bibliography, an intellectual marketplace that 
unapologetically packages cultural resistance as the systematic consump
tion of knowledge products: "an access guide to product~yes, things you 
can buy. Educational toys, you could call them-to advance your under
standing or just to seduce you into joining this cultural New Thing .... As 
we shall see in the guide , the means of exchange in commercial culture is 
now pure information." 10 

Some might raise the objection that my approach to Critical Art 
Ensemble works mainly to subject them and their wager to a cynical logic 
of recuperation, whereby a well-intentioned opposition to alienation is 
proven to be complicitous with a greater sinister power. Far from resisting 
the alienation oflate capitalism, the electronic disturbance and Critical Art 
Ensemble sustain it, tied as they are to the idols they try to cast down. But 
to those who might berate me for trumping the wager with cynicism, I 
would respond that the above correlation of wage and wager attempts to 
demonstrate the extent to which the "electronic disturbance " cannot 
effectively exist as something other than an ossified style braced with 
privilege and motivated by cynicism precisely because of how Critical Art 
Ensemble both theorizes the omnipresence of the nomadic power 's restric
tive economy, and portrays the prominent role of rarefied writing and 
resistance within it. Also, far from upstaging their cynicism, the logic of 
recuperation that organizes my argument foregrounds the lingering trag
edy of Critical Art Ensemble's oppositional ideology; no completely free 
play is possible under the spectre of a nomadic power that Critical Art 
Ensemble concedes has remained unruffled throughout the history of 
Western thought and society. Thus, I have cast the wager according to a 
different die not to limit its formal demonstrations, but to demonstrate 
formally the severe limits of its functional efficacy. 

Of course, this isn't to suggest that Critical Art Ensemble's virtually 
titillating wager cannot realize the revolutionary transformation their 
counter-ontology portends. Rather , it is to suggest that their wager can 
only culminate in a moment that renders revolutionary transformation 
impossible. If Critical Art Ensemble risked the transgressive wager, they 
would have to seek to perfect violent acts that achieve their own obsoles-
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cence. Bue perfecting such action would also entail calling off all bets 
because the game wbuld be over, the wager won and lost in violence chat 
would purchase radical transformation at the expense of eradicating the 
ability to change, violence chat would be truly violent because it would 
overpower and annihilate the instrumental nature of violence itself. The 
action achieved would be perfect because it could only be circular: a series 
of events which when concatenated nullify each other.To achieve perfectly 
disruptive play, or J hac Bataille called "the effect of a mad exuberance," 
Critical Art Ensemble would have to risk a sacrifice that exceeds exchange, 
a revolutionary wager that culminates absolutely in the unproductive and 
shocking loss of death . 
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Notes: 

1 Critical Art Ensemble, The Electronic Disturbance (Brooklyn: 
Autonomedia, 1994). 

2 See Herbert Schiller, Information and the Crisis Economy (Norwood, 
New Jersey: Ablex Publishing Company , 1984), and Culture Inc .: The 
Corporate Takeover of Public Expression (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1989), 157-174. See also Alex Callinicos, Against Postmodernism: A 
Marxist Critique(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1990). Callinicos makes 
an argument more nuanced and convincing than Schiller 's, and he has two 
reasons for refuting the idea that changes in the technological means of 
production and consumption have inaugurated an epochal change in social 
and culcural life. First, to demonstrate how descriptions of postmodernism 
by and large distort or deflect attention away from the real needs denied by 
a capitalist society. And second, to understand how and why discourse 
about postmodernism often simulcaneously conceals its own privileged 
class basis and articulates political disillusionment through aspiration to a 
consumer-oriented lifestyle. One interesting consequence of his approach 
is that discussions of postmodernism appear more performacive (or, less 
generously, ill-informed) than descriptive. Another consequence is that 
Callinicos unmasks the patterns of class-bias within which deconstruction 
and post-structuralism have monopolized the political imperatives that 
have become entrenched in the academic literary scene over the last 15 
years. Like much mulciculcural curricula, many discussions of postmodern 
aesthetics are prophylactics that protect writers and critics from pressing 
institutional issues that lie beyond the narrow realm of experimental 
aesthetics and non-rational experience. Callinicos 's argument is salutary 
because he unremittingly submits work about postmodernism to a crucial 
question: What kind of political subject does the idea of a postmodern 
consciousness help to constitute? One that prospers handsomely from 
disillusion, for skeptics never sounded more sure of themselves, and 
iconoclasts never sounded more worshipful. 

3 Georges Bataille, The Accursed Share: An Essay On General Economy, 
Vol. L Consumption, trans. Robert Hurley (1967; New York: Zone Books, 
1988) , 19-44. 

4 For an application of this line of argument about the causes and 
consequences of textual play to an intellectually and ethically suspect 
description of the place of radical poetry in "information society, " see my 
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"Into the Bitmap Looking Glass: Marjorie Perloff s Radical Artifice: 
Writing Poetry in the Age of Media," College Literature 21.2 Qune 1994): 
165-70. 

5 Jean Baudrillard, Simulations, trans. Philip Beitchman (New York: 
Semiotext[e], 1983), 99 . 

6 For an account of recent and ongoing attempts to organize labor to 
counteract the ineptitude of theAFL-CIO, inept because it is joined at the 
hip to the Democratic party machine, see Laura McClure, "Labor Party 
Advocates," Z Magazine (April 1995): 14-16. These attempts have also 
revitalized organized labor 's commitment to activism and confrontation, 
as evidenced by the recent election ofJ ohn Sweeney as AFL-CI O president. 
Sweeney, former president of the Service Workers International Union, 
which is responsible for the now legendary Justice for Janitors campaign, 
has pledged to gut the AFL-CIO bureaucracy and restructure the organi
zation so that it devotes more resources to organizing unions and educating 
their members in resistance and retribution than to achieving conci liations 
with Washington lobbyists. 

7 Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt , trans . Harry 
Zohn (New York: Schocken Books, 1969), 167. 

8 "Surrealism: The Last Snapshot of the European Intelligentsia " 
(1929) closes with Benjamin insinuating that the surrealists are poised to 

deliver consciousness from "the march of the second-hand" to which it is 
delivered in Baudelaire's lyrics: "0 nly when in technology bod y and image 
so interpenetrate that all revolutionary tension becomes bodily collective 
innervation , and all bodil y innervations of the collective become revolu
tionary discharge, has reality transcend ed itself to the extent demanded by 
the Communist Manifesto. For the moment, only the Surrealists have 
understood its present commands. They exchange, to a man , the play of 
human features for the face of an alarm clock that in each minute rings for 
sixty seconds." Benjamin's Surrealists brazenly exaggerate the workings of 
time until it violently rings with the shock of political delirium. In 
Reflections: Essays, Aphorisms, Autobiographical Writings, ed. Peter Oemetz , 
trans. Edmund J ephcott (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978), 
192. 

9 Anyone either int erested in the financial details of the New York State 
Lottery, or unconvinced of its crucial function in the state economy as an 
enforced monopol y, should try to find a copy of Agent News, the business 
journal of the New York State Lottery published for sales agents only, 
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which is filled with sales figures, profit breakdown pie charts, advertising 
slogans and gimmicks, and product descriptions. If Agent N ews eludes your 
grasp, then look for Lotto World · America's Lottery Magazine in your local 
supermarket checkout line. In addition to winner profiles, playing tips, and 
state by state jackpot breakdowns, this consumer oriented magazine 
contains "Lottomart," which advertises, among other things, 1-900 num
bers for psychic forecasts of your luckiest lucky numbers , 1-800 numbers 
for gambling recovery counseling, and software programs like Mr. Lucky's 
LottoMan, which enables a user to create a database of games and winnings 
linked to a program that tracks and forecasts the periodicity of big jackpot 
payoffs. 

10 R. U. Seri us, Mondo 2000: A User's Guide to the New Edge, eds. Rudy 
Rucker, R. U. Serius, and Queen Mu (New York: Harper Collins, 1992), 
16. Consider also, "Call it a hyper -hip wet dream, but the information and 
communications technology industry requires a new active consumer or 
it's going to stall. . . . This is one reason why we are amplifying the mythos 
of the sophisticated , high -complexity, fast lane/real-time, intelligent, 
active and creative reality hacker. .. . A nation of TV couch potatoes (not 
to mention embittered self-righteous radicals) is not going to demand 
access to the next generation of the extensions of man " (Mondo 2000 2 
[Summer 1990]). R. U. Serius is serious about one thing: leaving everyone 
else in his wake while he surfs the pipeline of the third wave straight to the 
bank, with Newt Gingrich cheering him along. Huzzah. 
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